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Problems offlight

ON THE BEAM
By flying down a beam pilots can com-co intD aD

airfield they cannot scc and could not possibly find.
With this invaluable technique man has rediscovered
• gift he may once -long ago - have had: onc that
Dlany cr...~urca h ..ve in hiCbly developed, blply
efficient CorDl.

Butterflle. cro•• seas and DlaItc safe landfalls; the
ChiDook lalrnoDswims OCC2III and returns. j,nfalUbly,
to the very pool of the very river in which he was
born; a pair of finches divide their year, season after
season, in a panicu]ar bush in an English garden and
anocher in B North African orchard. Moat utoniahiDI
of all. the bolDinl' piaC'OD can be taken in any direc
tion, for 8tly distance, and aftel' a turn or two in the
air win fly unhesitatingly straight for home.

How does the pilrCon do it? We do not know. We may
never know. It is not sight, nor smelL If it is sense of
direction, this nlust be developed to a ·degree of
sensitive infallibility which puts It dear beyond
human undernanc!inc. We' can only .ay that-Iik"
hundredS of kinds of migratory creature,. - the
pigeon feels some mysterious, unmistakable pull

to-wards 'home: that he senses some U radio
beam" Ibllt tiYCI him his diree'tion.

Thougb ...e may never know the mechanics
of the homing piecon's ... beam" we
imitate its effects. Landing under .n~ but
the best daylight conditions can be
difficult indeed without this navigational
aid .e have copied Irom Nature.

Piiots .bo frome in to land On a beam 01

ofl'it, have come to value, _t .U Britain',§
Dlajor airfields, the excellent and helpful
service of the Shcll and BP Aviation
Servi"e.

SHELL and BP AVIATION SERVICE
Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd., Shell-MeX' House, Strand, London, W.C.2

Distrilmton- ill tbe United Kingdom for the S/7ell, BP and Eagle GrollpJ-
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SAGA OF A SAILPLANE
hv Phi/ip Wills

SOMEONE asked me the other day how long
a sailplane lasts. I believe the official

answer is. as long as the ply doesn't dry out,
and I suppose this means that it depends
very much on the climate in which it is kept;
but the question set me reviewing the life
history of the various aircraft which I
mYself have owned, and one thing led to
another.

My first glider was the Scud 11. built for
Mungo Buxton in 1931. and shared by me
with him from 1932 onwards. Unfortun
ately. the identity of this machine has been
lost. A Scud II is still flying at Dunstable,
but whether or no it is my original one I do
not know.

In 1934. Hjordis, designed by Buxton,
was the first high-performance sailplane
proper of British design to take the air. She
was a prototype, heir to the imperfections of
prototypes, but i.n her I learnt a great deal.
After three years I SQld her. rather un
willingly, to Andre Brillk in Johannesburg.
Unwillingly because, with no airbrakes or
spoilers, and with mther poor and sluggish
controls, she was. unsuited to conditions on
the high veldl of South Africa. I saw her
last year, a rather sad and dilapidated
wreck. in the roof of a hangar at Germiston
airport. Her days are over.

Minimoa. 1938. A beautiful. b:rdlike
machine, with exaggerated stability char
acteristics, a very suitable machine to enable
one to explore the difficulties of blind
flying in unstable clouds before the days of
limiting brakes. Taken over by the R.A.F.
in 1940, used for various moderately warlike
purposes, including a tour of fighter stations
to give fighter-pilots experience in the
difficulties of getting their gun-sights on to
such slow-moving aircraft (l believe no-one
ever succeeded). Then transferred to the
nascent A.T.C., crashed in 1944, repaired
after the war, owned by Sproule, Prince
Bira. Lawrence Wright, and sold to Iceland,
where I believe she is still flying after 19
chequered years.

The Weihe ... aA, the W.eihe. Let me try
to record the history of the Weihe in more
detail.

t) :) $ 1):

The actual time and place of her birth are
shroud<:d in the fog '01' the War years. From
the evidence ·of SQme of the materials used,

Bolton had a theory that she might hAve
been built in Czechoslovakia around 1942.
In any case, I first set eyeS on her, in sad
disrepair. in a hangar on top of the
Wasserkuppe in 1944. about the month of
July. Little did I imagine her as the shining
and gracefuJ sailplane from whose cockpit,
on Docember 29th, 1954. ten years later and
twelve thousand miles away, I was to suney
the astounding panorama of the New
Zealand Southern Alps from a height of
over thirty thousand feet.

Scud 1I ill which Mr. Wills IIcquh'C,d a share
ill /933.

I was in a party, of whom Fred Slingsby
was one, sent over by the Ministry of Air
craft Production to make a survey of any
technical advances in glider design made by
the Germans during the war, and we had
authority to label any 'aircraft we thought
merited investigation at home: the theory
being that any machines so labelled would
then be duly transported back for examin
ation and flighHesting.

As I went round, one of the developments
which seemed to me of great importance
was in the field of stability and control. So
rapidly does the science of aircraft design
advance that many people may not realise
that, up to 1939 at any rate, practically
nothing was known about this all-important
subject. Designers simply went on their
previous experience; they had built a
reasonably controllable aircraf.t with, say,
a particularly-shaped tail, so repeated the
same general shape next time, scaled up if
necessary. There were no design require
ments covering the subject, and no meamr
abl'e flight-tests. laid down, since no C'ne
knew what to measure.
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The Hjordis taking off/rom the Wosserkuppe
at the 1937 International Conlesl.

around his plinth. At the far end of the
chapel a stained·-glass window, lit by the
outside ~un, representing the Angel of
Death, complete with well-developc;d sun
bronzed private parts, lowered down on the
absent congregation. It seemed, to put it
mildly, an un-British way of stimulating the
right outlook in a congregation of pupil
glider-pilots.

The Wasserkuppe Was in the American
sector, and hence occupied by a U.S. Army
unit, but embedded in this was a small
R.A.F. unit operating a radar station, and
we were accordingly accommodated by our
compatriots. As we walked round, we
found ourselves in a veritable Golconda of
gliders. Hangar afteT hangar was stuffed
full of gliders of all types: if we could only
have transported the lot to England, our
home clubs would have been in full oper
ation two years earlier than they actually
were. Alas, our terms of reference were
more limited. But in one hangar I found
several Weihes, which had been Jacobs' last
design before the Reiher. As I had already
an uneasy feeling about the possible future
of that machine, and apart from that I was
struck with the brilliant simplicity of the
Weihe's rigging features, I decided to label
twO of these aircraft.

But now I started making enquiries of our
R.A.F. friends as to the likelihood of our
system working, and onCe more doubts
began to creep in. It appeared tbat when
the Americ.ans first arrived at the Wasser
kuppe. they had seen sailplanes for the first
time in their lives. As might have been
expected, they had joyfully accepted tlTem
as toys wit.h which to while away the time
A sailpllUle-a Weihe of course, only the
best would do-was dragged out, an

My first flight in an Olympia was there
fore a revelation to me; here was a machine
that seemed to fly itself in all circumstances,
a machine in which blind-flying in all types
of cloud assumed a new aspect. I had
always shared the belief that Hans Jacobs
was probably the world's most gifted sail
plane designer, and here was proof of it.

So I decided that one machine to try and
get over to England was Jacobs' latest
design, and this meant tbe Reiher. Un
fortunately we were only able to locate one
of these machines (onl) three had been
built) and we' found it had been adopted as
a pet by a certain Typhooo station in
Nonhem Germany. Alas, our officially
impeccable authority proved of little avail
against the ancient right of possession. We
pulled all our strings-they were made only
of paper. The Typhoon boys couldn't
actually fly the thing, but one day they
intended to come round to it. In the mean
time our beautiful Reiher layout in the sun
and rain for day after day, month after
month. At last our slowly-grinding whee'ls
bt>ought it, over two .years later, 10 Kenley,
and when we inspected it, it was ruined
beyond repair by mishandling and exposure.

In the meantime we had proceeded on
our journey, and one day reached the
Wasserkuppe. As we drove up its beautiful
green and rounded slopes tQ the group of
buildings on the top, I was remembering the
last time 1 had visited this lovely place, the
Mecca of all glider pilots, for the Inter
national Championships in 1937. What
possessed this extraordinary people, with
so beautiful a homeland, to go mad once
again and destroy the world, themselves
with it?

The group of buildings at the summit
seemed much as r remembered, except for a
hrge new permanent building with a
splendid swimming-pool in front of it.
Evidently this had been the main block for
whatever unit had been stationed there
during the war. We -started to wander
through it, and in tbe Centre came on a
large chapel. Along both walls were
yellow-pine pews, but the middle of the
floOr was taken up with a raised concrete
platform, on which was reclining the more
than-life-sized concrete recumbent figure
of-a dead pilot. His arms were folded on
his chest, he was clothed in full concrete
flying-gear, with an unopened C<lncrete
parachute on his chest. Wreaths of brown
gold artificial oak-leaves were propped
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were still in their hangar, where it ,eemed
pr@bable they would stay till Doomsday.

Other German pilots I had intenogated
had confirmed their excellence, and I felt
more than ever sure that, if Farnborough
cO\lld test them and put the results at our
disposal at home, we should be able to use
them as a basis on which to lay down our
post-war requirements and ensUre a new
generation of British aircraft of the first
qualjty. (I was not to know that, a little
later, Dudley Hiscox was to ensure a great
step fopward in the same direction by
arranging for Chilton Aircraft to build him
an Olympia from the pre'war German
plans. The Eon Olympia, which resulted
from this, ensured that once for all \\e a1
home came to know what constituted ,a
first-class sailplane from Ihe handling point
of view.) I resolve? Qn desperate measures.

American major strapped in, and ,catapulted
off. The Weihe is a gentleman. It did its
best. The major was in bed with ,a cracIQed
spine: he' was expected to reoover. In the
meantime a ukase had gone forth-no
further glider flying for the occupying
troops, and to make absolutely certain of
no more trouble, all gliders on the field to
be broken up and burnt next week ...

I went and saw the Commanding Officer.
I pleaded with him, J told him there were
people in England who would give their
right arms Lor his field full pf gliders. In
any C<lse, 1 said, I wanted two Weihes, and
had authori,ty to arrange for their t:ransport
to Farnborough. I hoped, therefore, he
would withdraw his order for their de
struction, would think again; but I could
see where his thoughts were leading him.
If we wanted two Weihes in England, might
n(W they also like them in the United
States? I thought that just possibly I had
saved the Weihes, but not for Farnborough.
But there seemed nothing more I could do.
Our trip came to an end, and we flew back
to England.

* * ':.
Some. months went by. We had made our

report, and parts of it had been approved
for action. But the offiCial machinery of
recovery had, as expected, failed to wor",
and no machines' appeared in England.
Ken Wilkinson a1 Farnborough had con-
firmed that they would like certain aircraft, Mr. Will~'s Minill10Q aI the pre-war sire of
including the Reiher, Weihes, and a Honen Ihe OxfoNI Gliding Cfub. Ph%by D. F. Gre(~
IV tailless sailplane which we had dis- . 1 haQ a long talk with the R.A.F. Flight
covered. this latter machine was on a Lieuten'llnt in charge and told him my
proper airfield, and at last Farnborough, in problem and he assured me that if I could
despair,. sent over a Halifax and carried it get a Queen Mary trailer to the Wasser
away in triumph. But the grass field on top kuppe he would ensure somehow that the
of the Wasserkuppe was much too small for Weihes would be put on it. r had a friend
a Halifax, or even a Dakota, sO the Weihes in the shape of a Group Captain in charge
seemed doomed, the Reiher unobtainable, of an aerodrome in Belgium where we used
and my ideas about getting ajump ahe.ad on to refuel our freight Ansons, and r deter-
stability and control dGomed to failure. mined to put'my ease before him and see if

Then one day my Air Transport Auxiliary he would play. After all, if Farnborough
freight section at White Waltharn gOI a job had sent a Halifax; what was a Queen
to carry supplies to Prague. The route lay Mary? Calculation showed Ihat a trailer of
almost over the Wasserkupp.e, so I decided this size should be able to accommodate not
to tak~ 'one Ansoo-Ioad myself, and call ill ooly the two complete aircraft, but also a
on the return journey; the Anson light could spare pair of wings, so I labelled a pair for
easily make the landing. luck. Then I took my-coura,ge and a saw in

Nothing had changed since our last visit. both hands, and set about one of the worst
The same troops Were still there, the same tasks of my gliding life. I sawed up a
small British unit, t.he same gliders, vn- beautiful Weihe. I sawed off the wing-roots
destroyed; so 1 had managed to achieve and the centre-sectiQn fittings, and put them
something in a negative SOTt of way. My in the back of my empty Arlson, together
two Weihes, with niy dusty labels attached, with a complete sailplane. At least we
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Dudley Hiscox was Chairman, but I had
taken on a more than full-time job in
British European Airways, and had little
time to spare for gliding affairs. However,
I still managed to attend Council meetings,
and at one of these it w.as reported that
Farnborough had finished with the various
sailplanes brought over from Gennany, and
it was proposed to transfer them to the
Association.

'the damaged Weihe seemed to be a
problem, as no one knew what it would cost
to repair it or even if it was repairable at all,
whilst none of the clubs at that time had!any

should be able to examine the brilliant
detail design of the rigging features, and if
j left the machine there it would do no one
any good. .B\Jt it was a cruel job.

On the way home I called in .to refuel, and
found my Group Captain friend in his
office. To· my joy, he agreed to help. He
would do his best, and send me a signal at
White WaItham if and when the aircraft
were ready to collect at his airfield. And
so back to White WaItham, feeling that I
had done what I could for the time being,
but of course the chances were slighL The
radar unit at the Wasserkuppe, on whom
all depended, might be moved at any
minute, or any other link ,in the tenuous
chain I had tried to lay down might vanish
without warning.

In writing up a history like this, it is of
course easy to give the impression that all
my attention was focussed ·on getting hold
of these Weihes at the time, but of course
this was far from the case; in fact, I had
almost forgotten about the whole thing
when, a couple of months later, the signal
anived and I had to look at it twice before
j understol}d it. "Goods arrived, awaiting
collection."

By now, the war in Europe was nearly at
an end. Aircraft were still flowing out of the
factories and across the Atlantic, and all
piling up in store. The storage units were
by now only running a five-day week and,
at week-ends, many aircraft were ferried in
by us to our home aerodromes, and on
flown the following Monday to their final
destination. So I went up to Prestwick one
Friday and brought a Dakota down to
White Waltham which was allotted for
storage in a near-by Maintenance Unit. I
measured up its hold and the size of its
door. It seemed Fate when I discovered
that, as far as I COllld see, the Weihe wing
would just go through the door, and just fit Tire Weihe at the J950 British Championslrips
in the hold with two inches to spare. And at Camphill.
so it proved. Furthermore, the Dakota just spare funds to undertake such a doubtful
took one complete Weihe and one wing project. j therefore proposed that, if the
over. and in two flights, by Sunday night, Council approved, I would purchase the
the job was done. remains from the Association, and this was

* * • • agreed. This was at a time when people
It was more than a year later when the were still thinking of high-perfonnance sail

next fortunate chapter opened. One of the planes in t.enns of £300 apiece, so when I
Weihes brought over had proved to be got a bilJ for repairs of £250 I did not seem
fairly badly damaged, but the R.A.F. had to have done so well. However, the work
duly repaired and tested the other. The was done, and I never regretted it. For
civil Gliding Clubs were slowly struggling two years I h.ad much joy from her, and did
back to life, and the British Gliding many flights, including a height record in a
Asso.;iation had started to function again. gigantic curnuo-nimbus near the Long
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Mynd, described elsewhere.
Just after this flight she again went in for

a renewal of Certificate of Airworthiness
and my feelings were indeed mixed when it
was found that previous inspections had not
revealed what may h.ave been a deliberate
piece of sabotage by those who had been
originally forced to build the aircraft for
their German mast.tTS. The spar-booms and
webs were hardly glued together at all, and
when the wings were completely unskinned
each spar peeled down to four almost un
damaged pieces of wood! Yet in this
condition she had uncomplainingly carried
me through extreme turlul:nce and many
hours of flying over a period of two years.
This is the sort of thing tbat makes one
believe in high safety-factors.

As for the other aircmfl, the second
Weihe went to the Surrey Club, who have
done excellent work with her ever since.
The spare pair of wings and the sawn-ofl'
fillings and tailplane were rebuilt into a
complete machine by Bolton and, as was
the Horten IV, sold to the United States,
contributing their small share to the dollar
shortage. And the B.G.A. technical com
mittee co-opted Ken Wilkinson and with
the knowledge acquired from these and
other tests laid dow!, the stability and

Concessfonoire.s In the U,IUed KinndQm:_

LINCOLN CARS LTD
(FOREIGN SALES DIVISION. FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD.)

Locotio,l.'

GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTfORD, MlIlDX., on A4Roadi

Telep'Hmcs: LONDON EAL/SG ,J.50~;·7·{)

handl ing requi,rements for gliders \\Ihi.::h
were eventually incorporated by ,the Air
Registmtion Board in Section E of their
requirements and duly formed the basis of
our existing pre-eminent aircraft.

A small grant from the Ministry enabled
us, amongst other things, to finance the
flight trials necessary to plot a Polar CUr\'e
for the Weihe, and everyone knew how good
an advanced sailplane had to be to be good:
it had to be beller than the Weihe.

When eventually the SIingsby Sky
appeared and proved to be the best 18-merie
production sailplane the world had yet
seen, my Weihe, from wnich so much
benefit bad been derived, went off to start
a new life on tne other side of the world.
Painted a brilliant red, maintained by Dick
and Helen Georgeson with loving care. I
can see no reason why she should nQt
cominue to grace New Zealand skies with
her slender beauty for another decade or
more. Born in the dark days of war, under
the tyranny of repressed Central Europe
now with new worlds to conquer in the
extraordillary air of free New Zealand,
where we may well read one day it has
broken tne world altitude record, what
could be a more unl ikely or a more romant ic
history?

tJr.it depicted is in llse at Lasham Aerodrome

The United states FORD V-Slight truck
chassis with Automatic Transmission
is the ideal medium for towing Gliders.
The surge of power from the 167
b.b.p.. Y-S motor is transmitted in the
smoothest possible way to the rear
wheels by the' Ford Automatic Tr-ans
mission. This truck would be the ideal
vehicle for your Glider towing problems.
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Midland Gfiding Club Ltd.
The LOll' My,", - Church Stretton • Shropshire
Britain's tine.;1 Gliding sile for Thermal Slope
anj Wave Soaring-2J7S hOQrs flying in 19S4.

First cla...s c1ubhousl' and facilities.
Club Flee. of Sailplanes includes:

TWO DUAL CONTROL TWO SEATERS,
TWO PREFECTS,

EON OLYMPIA AND SKYLARK.
Cat~';ng_Dorm;ro'yAccomoda/;OR!or SO

Annual Subsc.riplion £S.S.O. Enlrance Fee {2.2.0.
County Membership (ovt"r IOOmil~s from .du) and
mcmbcn of01her Club. £4.4.0.E:II"Qnu Fee £1.1.0.
N~w mtmbrrs we/corn,. All particulars from
Hon. Sec. S. H. )on",. 43 Mcadowbrook Road,

Halcsowen, Wores.

the A.S.I., but otherwise they do help a bit.
Note the way the speed doesn't seem to
decrease when you pull the stick back.
Then it decreases too much and woO't
iocr.ease when you push th~ sti(;k forward.
Then it goes up a bit and stays steady
wherever you push the stick. This is
exasperating. Lt also means you are in
another spin, so just get out of it and look
around for a new cloud.

Lastly you come to the most important
instrument of all, .the Artificial Horizon.
This is designed to make instrument-fiying
easy. In clear air you can see your own air
craft wings, etc., in relat.ion to the horiron.
You can move the wings, etc., around in
relation to the horizon. The instrument is
designed to show you just that, when you
are in cloud. It has a 'little diagrammatic
aircraft with little diagrammatic wings and
it has a little diagrammatic horizon. You
move the little aircraft around on the little
horizon. Only you discover it is not the
aircraft that moves at all. The aircraft stays
put, and the horizon moves around, which
is all wrong and not what you understood at
all. Just about the time you make this
discovery, the horizon moves right over to
the lOp right.hand corner, sulking away
where you can hardly see it, and nothing
you do will persuade it to come and play
again. This is yet another spin. So back to
straight and level. Back to the cloud. Back
to the Altimeter.

On second thoughts, the most important
thing about cloud flying is spin recovery.

Cloud-Flying Made Easy
by M;ckey Caber'

A LOT of nonsense gets wrillen about
cloud flying. Now just take the article

that was wrillen in the last edition of the
Laslram News!etrer, Throw it in the waste
paper basket and start afresh with me.

The chief thing to worry about in c1oud
flying is the instruments. All of them. They
have to be read. Even if you don't know
what they mean. So start reading them all
systematically next time you go into a cloud.
Read all round from Left to Top Centre to
Right to Bollom Centre to Left again. Get
the idea? Get your eyes rotating round the
instrument panel in a circle. Practise this
for a few moments, going round and round
and round. That's better. Now recover
from the resultant spin and try to get back
into the cloud again. Only this time switch
on the electrics. They don't work? Well,
hard luck!-get a glider wirh some batte!:es
in it next time.

The next exercise is to start thinking
about what the instruments are reading.
That altimeter needle, for instance, that
keeps rotating in an anti-clockwise direction.
Yes. it probably means that you are
rotating too. So'do another spin recovery
and get cracking again. The next thing you
come to is the variometer. Note its reading.
Up or (more likely) down. There's nothing
you can do about it, except remember it for
the Line Book later on.

Now the Turn-and-Slip. Very tricky this
one. as it is really two instruments in one,
which makes it twice as difficult as the other
instruments, which is really rather cheating.
Now one of the needles tells you ifand when
you are slipping and the other tells you if
and when you are turning. As you will
never remember which one is which until
you are very experienced, I should advise
you to just look at the needles and leave it
at that. You will probably find that in no
time at all they are both hard over in the
same direction. That means you are
spinning again, so just gel straight and level
before you try another cloud.

The next instrument you notice is the
A.SJ. This is supplemented by the nOise in
vour earS, which altemates erratically
between a soft murmur and .a loud scream.
The noises are not quite synchronised with
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1955 Cross-Countries

ROUTES OF PRINCIPAL

CROSS-COUNTRY
SOARING FLIGHTS

GREAT BRJTAIN:1955
EXCLUDING NATIO"lAL CHAMP10l'lSHIP5

.V

Q

o

t
~..

SCALE
50

MILES
eo

K'LO~(TRES

I§O

The accompanying map includes all miles in Great Britain during 1955 which
cross-country soaring flights of over 30 have come to the Editor's knowledge,
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except those made from Lasham during the
National Championships from July 23rd to
August Ist. They are mostly represented
by straight lines from start to finish., t,he
aclual route not being shown in detail, and
the cross-channel flight of Lame Welch and
Frank Irving necessarily goes off the map.

Some of the more notable flights are
described in the ensuing pages; accounts
of some others have already been publ ished
or will be later. One notable feature is the
number of c1ub-to-c1ub flights. Another is
the great number of flights on particular
days, notably April 9th, with two-seater
goal and speed records from the Long Mynd

and a feminine distance record from
Lasham; and June 5th, when many ex
perienced pilots gave 300-kilometre goals
to the north which they were unable to
reacb, only to be outdone later in the day
by two beginners owing to some inexplicable
meteorological change, and the result was
another feminine distance record.

News of CTOSS-ecuntry flights in the Air
Training Corps does not come to aviation
journals, but A.T.e. gliding news is allowed
to be sent to local newspapers, so if they
were informed of cross-eountries we should
hear of them and could include them in the
next map.

Bernard Thomas in the Slingsby 'Sky' sail-
plane in which he made this jfight.

Consequently I failed to reconsider the
situation and make the best use of the
opportunities which became increasingly
obvious.

At 4,000 ft. the sky appeared to be seven
eighths overcast. Cloud base was 6,000 ft.

Camphill ~O Ferryfield
by Bernard Thomas

THE noon forecast in Saturday's Times
showed a cold front along the Humber

Severn line with a N.N.W. wind behind.
On Sunday morning, August 7th, the sky
was completely covered with thin cloud
which showed no signs of breaking up until
after noon. The wind was almost along
Bradwell Edge and machines fell out of the
sky as fast as we couId launch them.

The prospect improved and we rigged the
Sky more in desperation than hope. I
declared Ferryfield, set my altimeter at
1,250 ft .-usually a good way of ensuring a
quick circuit-and was la.unched into a
thermal at 12.44 p.m. Having reached
4,000 ft. on the altimeter I was soon at
Matlock searching for lift, as usuaL Two
good thermals took me to 1,000 ft. in cloud,
but from tha,l point to the Thames the lift
inside cloud was not worth struggling for.

The first hour seemed to indicate an 8°
drift west of course so that navigation (sic)
presented little or no difficulty. I reached
Bedford at 3.30 p.m., an average speed of
35 m.p.h.

Letchworth and the Ponders End Reser
voirs kept me on course for crossing the
Thames at TiIbury at 5 p.m. The average
speed for this section worked out at 40
m.p.h. and for the distance thus far,
31 m.p.h.

Two years ago I crossed the Thames with
3,000 feet at 5 p.m., only to be sunk, utterly
and completely, at Sittingbollrne. Thls time
1 intended to get to Ferryfield even if I had
to push the Sky along the road to do it.
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and the ratc of lift between 4,000 ft. and
6,000 It. was 18 to ;W ft. per soc. .It was
necessary to fly between 70 and 100 m.p.h.
to keep out of cloud in the ContrOl Zone.
1 arr.ived at Ferryfie1d at 5.27 p.m., having
covered the last 40 miles or so in 21 minutes
_an average of about 86 m.,p.h. Even at
[hat time of the day, it would have been
better to have. kept further to the east and
attempted to cross the ChalU):el.

At Ferryfield there was a light N.E. wind
and I was fortunate to ,catch sight of a
Bristool Freigbter going in .to land on the
west-ta-east runway. No otber .aircraft
being in sight, I came in at 70 m.p.h. from
about 3,000 ft. with full brake all the way.
To avoid causing trouble 1 landed at the
south end of the south-north runway and
pushed the Sky off the tarmac.

I must confess I had a cool reception and
a broadside from the Control Office for

COpy OF BAROGRAPH HE\;ORD
8. THOMAS: CAMPHIJ..L-P£Ri?YFIEU>
IN ":;10"- ~

;<r + ~
""': 0 0.

f-7OCO'-"; :;!
$000' ,j.

landing on a P.P.O, airtield. All very
justified, no doubt, but rather deflating. On
my way into the reception hall, however, a
youth asked me jf I was a Mr. Wills, by any
chance. Of course, [ had to say "No", but
at that moment 1 felt that 1 had arrived
not just landed at Ferryfield (P.p.a.).

The distance worked out at 197 miles:
elapsed time, 4 hrs. 43 minutes; average
speed 41.77 m.p.H.

BEGINNER'S LUCK
by Anne BUI"IIS

SUNDAY, June. 5th, was certainly a .field
day for beganners at Lasham. "Mac"

Mackenzie managed to stay up far five
hours in the neighbourhood of Lasham
befo~e the sea breeze downed him;. and
Jeremy Brock :and I, both Oil our first cross
country flights, ended up in Shropshire
with 1;0 and 134 miles apiece. It w(}uld be
hypocritical not to admit that a certain
spice was added to the occasion by the fact
that we had both flown considerably further
than the pundits. Not that we were left in
doubt as to the reason; our late start had
resulted in u,nusually favourable met.
conditions, whereas the pundits, starting on
an average two hours earlieT," had outrun
the good conditions or come to grief in the
Thames clamp.

Met, conditions looked particularly
promising that day. A.ccording to our local
expert "Mac" Mackenzie; an unstable
S.S.E. wind of 10 to 15 knots was covering
almost the whole of the British Isles.
Cumulus started to build up by aoout
10.00 hours at Lasham, although in the
lower-lying parts of the country it was

probably very much later in starting. An
inversion at about 7,000 ft. was in
sufficiently strong to spoil the excellent

Mr. and Mrs. Burns beside their Eon
Olympia Sailplane.

Photo El'. Standard.

soaring conditions which developed as the
day weRt on.

Coming 10 my part in the 'day's doings,

" "No record distance .flight has ever
been made frol1'1 Lasham starting before
noon"-{saying attributed to Wally Kahn).
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I must confess that,. although I had read all dromes, I was up to· cloud base at just under
the available literature on the value of 6,000 ft., the lift ·was strong, and things
preparation and planning in cross..country looked reaUy ·good. How often I'd watche.d
flying, my flight was, despite good in- Bill Bedford la~i1y circling over Farn
tentions, almost entirely lacking in these borough-and now., here was I; my
two respects.. Looking back, J think the confidence, however, was due to be short-
a.bsel'lu of a flight plan may have been in lived.
some ways an advantage; by making no I had had to move east on two occasions
attem.pt to map-read I was abk to concen· as my line of clouds had begun to peter ou~

trate solely on staying up. True, I ·didn't (on the west I wasrestricted by a wide'gap
always know where I was, but, like perhaps the oolitic limestone belt noted by
Christopher Robil'l,'s bird, I was. prepared to Ann Douglas in "A-dv.anced Soaring").
say when the wind blew me away: "That's Finally, two clouds failed to produce lift
where J wanted to go to-day!" and I was down to 2,000 ft. Reluctantly J

My husband and I had only bought our turned out into the gap towards an aero
Ol.ympia Blue-o, a few we~ks before, and drome, later to be identified as Defford.
the instrumentation was in a transition The air was horribly dead and I abandoned
stage-a magnificent display on the panel all hope. It was not until I was on my final
but no connections at the back, neither cross-wind leg that my second stroke of
turn-and-b,mk nor total energy-our only luck occurred: a thermal started by a
secret weapon a sensitive accelerometer convoy of lorries (my late start I consider to
adapted from a type used in aircraft for be my first stroke of ·Iuck). After an
counting gusts. I had shared in what was to uncomfortatile ten min'utes or so I was up
be the mainstay of my flight, a most helpful again at 3,000 ft. under a newly formed
br:efing from the C.F.1. Derek Piggott; but cloud and what was more. on the other s.ide
my husband was flying first that day, and of the gap. '
after seeing h,im disappear with Tony More lift over Worcester and I was able
Deane-Drummond in the direction of to move up tile Severn Valley, finding
Basingstoke, I had nQ more thoughts of stJrong lift under largish cumulus over
flying myself, not even bothering to look at heavily wooded country. Finally the line ,of
a map. And so when, two hours later, clouds up th.e Severn gave out and I flew
BI~le-O made a most generous and un- east again towards some cloud on the Qut
expected return and tile Tiger was ticking skirts of Birmingham. This proved to be
over at Is. a minute, there was hardly time very broken and mixed, and I hung about
to do up my straps, let alone get the map for some time in poor stuff \\Ionctering
out from under the seat cushion, wijere it whether I could cross Birmingham and
remained for the next five hours despite all wishing the golf course didn't involve such
efforts to retrieve it. The Tiger, piloted by a a cross-wind landing. Eventually a slightly
lunchless Derek Goddard, was, soon stronger thermal took me half-way. across
circling in strong lift and I cast off just and I was able to make it.
before 14.00 hours (B.S.T.) at 2,500 ft. with It was now about 6 oclock, and things
only 500 ft. to climb before attaining the were vcry much calmer and the lift corres
requisite height for going away. pondingly weaker. My main concern was

There are a number of memorable to ensure that I landed at an. aerodrome, as
occasions in gliding, not least of which is the I was feeling far too shaky for my first field
first time one turns downwind away from landing. (I had been turning left almost
onc's home site. With my heart in my continuously and found it very difficult to
mouth I turned away, praying for just one turn right.) I flew from aerodrome to
thermal. With s.tJch good conditions I aerodrome, occasionally circling in weak
could, of course, hardly fail. and I was soon lift, until my third and last stl'Oke of luck
cirding o,ver Basingstoke although still occurred-an aerodrome hove up with lhe
between 2,50() and 3,500 ft. After Basing- letters TH. This was my brother in-law's
stoke things improved, however., and with station and a very tempting landing spot
Greenham Common coming up on my Cor me. There was still one more cloud
port J was up to 4,500 ft. And now, over ahead-half·heartedly I nosed out towards
the Thames and Cotswolds, life began to it but soon beetl,ed back to land at Ternhill
lo-ok much more pleasant: open country at 18.40 hours-as it turned out later, five
spread out before me studded with aero- nlinutes short of my five hours.
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Hardly had I touched down before my
brother-in-law and his wife drove up. It
was a wonderful relief to be in such
competent hands. Blue-O was parked in a
hangar of Provosts, telephone messages
were sen~ and the uninvited guests-my
husband had arrived at midnight with the
trailer-were most hospitably entertained
for the night.

Hardly had we got going the next
morning before another trailer closed in
behind us. It was Jeremy Brock. We
greeted each other like voyagers on an
Arctic expedition. Jeremy, keeping further
west to start with, had been able to fly part
of the way under a cloud street. Like me, he
had come up the Severn Valley, but had
flown straight on to land at Shawbury, to
complete his flight in the fast time of
3~ hours.

On looking back, I can see that my

thanks are due to a large number of people.
I should, however, particularly like to thank
the instruCtors and tug pilots at Lasham
who, braving the icy conditions in the
Tiger's open cockpit, towed me around in
the winter mon.ths so that J was able to take
advantage of opportunity when it arose in
the summer.

It is interesting to speculate whether a
Gold C distance was possible from Lasham
that day. The best chance would seem to
have been a start at about 13.00 hOUTS.
With 5t hours' possible soaring time an
average speed of 32.5 m.p.h. would have
been sufficient (Jeremy Brock averaged
about 38 m.p.h.). It would have been
necessary, however, to keep slightly north
of the wind vector followed by Jeremy and
myself, in order to avoid running out of
land. On the whole it seems quite a
possibility.

HILL BOUND
by W. E. O'ease

"A NORTH-WESTERLY airstream covers the
British Isles," said the voice of the

announCer as I sat up in bed.
"Just the day for an out and return," I

said to my crew as we sat down to breakfast.
By the notable efforts of Dave Clayton's

Jeep, by dint of some manhandling and
much argument, we were at last rigged and
ready to launch a thousand feet above the
Menai Straits.

Below us the hill dropped away to the
little village of Aber in a slope of more than
Mynd-Iike proportions. Behind the
mountains of Snowdonia reared up in peak
and gully and rock-face until they dis
appeared into cloud. Far away to the
south-west, the twin pinnacles of Yr Eifl
(The Rivals) marked the start of the Nevin
cliffs.

Attached to the end of the byngy, the
Jeep trundled off below me. I hoped it
would be able to stOp. 1 heard Dave
Carrow grunt as he held back to the limit.
Then, in two skips .and a jump, we were
airborne and skimming over the Jeep at
70 I.AS. to cushion on the updraught
beyond.

Ten green! Not bad! I slid off towards
the north-east where, some five miles away,
Penmaenmawr falls J,500 ft. almost sheer to
the sea.

The gap between the Aber T1agc and
Penmaenmaw.r seemed rather large-they
always dol-but I slid into the lift level with
the top and was rapidly swept upstairs.
From 2,700 ft. a.s.1. I headed back for Aber
where, behind the foreslope, Moel Wnion
(known to us as The Onion) rises into a
superb hog's-back to 1,900 ft. It was all
just too easy, but I wasn't grousing about
this. There would be plenty before the end
of the afternoon that would make me sweat
a bit.

At 3,000 ft. I hit cloud--<lrat these
thermals I They'd no business to be forming
SO much cloud right on the coast. I don't
care for cloud when the peaks are sticking
up into it only a mile or two down-wind. I
used the brakes and stayed out.

My next objective was Camedd-y-FiJiast,
the end peak of the Glyder (how suitable!)
ridge some four miles to the south-east
across the Nant Ffrancon valley. It looked
a bit unpleasant, as there were foothills in
front of it which might mask the lift.
However. I had previously earmarked a
landing field (quite 100 yards long!) so off
I pressed. The lift did not come till I was
close to the slope and some 200 ft. below the
top. However, when 1got to it, it was good
and soon shot me up to cloud-base again.

From there to Ei'idir Fach was easy.
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From Eilidir Fach to Moel Eilio is
another biggish gap with the same situation
ofmasking by foothills. Some downdraught
in the gap gave me a bad moment, but as
SOQn as we tucked well into Eilio, up we
went to cloud-base again.

The next step '.vas to Mynydd MaWT
which I remembered from the ground as
one of the most savage rock bowls in North
Wales. It didn't look less so as I sailed into
it from the air, but the lift was super" and
two circuits of it put me back to cloud-base
ready to jump to Garnedd Goch.

Garnedd Goch is a really nice-shaped
mountain and I had time to breathe while
I settled down to plan the next bit of the
trip.

This is a five mile gap to The Chessmen
so christened by us because their names in
Welsh mean Red Peak and Black Peak.
These peaks fonn the ends of a two-mile
ridge which rises 1,700 ft. in one clear sweep
of scree and rock, straight off the coastal
plain.

Five miles cross-wind at, sa,y, 300 ft. per
mile meant arriving at about 1,500 ft.
a.s.I.-lower if I met any downdraughts. I
told myself firmly that even if I got there at
500 ft., I couldn't fail to climb up such a
superb face. All the same. I felt nervous!

In fact, I got there only just below the top
and climbed quickly back to cloud-base
bef0re pushing on to Yr Eifl.

These "Rivals" are really the most
remarkable sea cliffs J have ever seen. And
there is definitely 110 landing for some six
miles. Since, coming back, 1 might have to
arrive low and climb up them, I made a very
careful study of them before pressing on for
Nevin.

It was all downhill now and I scudded
along at 70. J had intended to make my
turning-point a lump of hill behind Nevin
called Gam Bodfaen, but now, four miles
beyond it, I could see a lovely cone-shaped
hill, Carn Fadryn (1,250 ft. a.s.I.). To reach
it would be easy and I Ihouglll I could get
back.

I reached Fadryn at 1,800 ft. a.s.1. and
found that, due to its cone shape and
isolated position, 1,800 ft. was about the
limit of its lift. I played with it for a few
minutes-enough to show it would hold
I,SOO-then set off back to Bodfaen. This
was the lowest yet-I,2oo ft. a.s.1. only,
when J reached Bodfaen. However, this is
a very n:ce hill and I was soon back at
J,800 ft. and pressing on for The Rivals.

The beginning of the cliffs leading to The
Rivals is a headland called Graig-yr-Adyrn
(The Birds Rock), 11 deserves its name, for
certainly nothing other than a bird could
get foothold there. True precipice is rare
anywhere in this country but Graig-yr
Adyrn drops 500 fl. as straight as a plummet
into the waves at its fool. Although at
1,400 ft. when I rounded it, it still gave me
the "Willies"-quite illogically, for I had
not the least need to worry. From there to
The Rivals the green ball never dropped
below 10.

I began to feel much happier. It seemed
to me it was in the bag. J sang love songs
to- the Olympia, I felt so fond of her.

I didn't stop at The Rivals, but went
strai~ht on to the Chessmen. I wanted to see
what they were good for. It seemed to me
they might produoe up to 6,000 ft. or even
more. But back at 3,000 ft. I was into cloud
again! The therrnals were developing even
out at sea.!

Looking bac~, I should, of course, have
gone up through the cloud and would
probably have 'been able to sit in hill lift
above the tops. There was no ground
above 2,500 ft. within ten miles of me, so I
should have been perfectly safe. But so
firmly had I impressed on myself before the
flight that I must nOt, under any circum
stances, go into cloud, that the thought,
now, never even entered .my head.

Instead, on rezching cloud-base, I pressed
off without further thought for Garnedd
Goch.

Note here the error of over-confidence.
Had I troubled to think, I should have seen
that to cross a five-mile gap from 3,000 fl.
to reach a 1,700 ft. hill fully open to the sea
wind is one thing. To cross the same gap to
a 2,300 ft. mountain with ground at 1,000 fl.
in front of it is quite another.
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When [ eventually reached the face of
Garnedd Goch [ was just 500 fl. above the
ground, with the mountain sticking \Jp
another 800 fl. above me. Decidedly
nervous, I tucked myself in to the face, b:Jt
the lift was there all right and a couple of
short beats on the west end of it took me
back to 2,000 ft. a.s.l.

Then came the most startling moment of
the whole flight. As I set out to extend my
beat to the north.east, flying some two
spans from the hill and barely a span
directly above it, I rounded a spur to find at
the other side not a continuation of gentle,
heather.covered mountain, but an enormous
rock bowl. In a split second, the gap :0 the
ground below me dropped away from fifty
feet to fifteen hundred and as ) peered down
seven or eight hundred feet of naked rock to
the screes below, I very nearly dropped the
controls and shoved my hands over my
face.

However, as I cleared the edge and flew
out into the bowl, the sense of vertigo dis
appeared as fast as it had come, especially
as the green ball shot up to 20 fL/sec. and
held there. In one circuit 1 was out of the
bowl and another lOok me to ,cloud-base,

After that, I had only to skip to Mynydd
Mawr, then to Eilio and round by the foot
hills to the Aber ridge.

The trailer was waiting for me at the foot,
but no sign of crew, and I decided I could
push on to the limit of the lift in the other
direction. So straight along the Aber ridge
to Penmaenmawr, rounding it well below
the top (I had lost all qualms about soaring
below the top of sea cliffs by now). Regain

height to 2,000 Cl. on Penmaenmawr and a
sweep over the sea to Conway mountain.
Along Corrway mountain, turn over the
river, back round the Conway bowl to see
how good it is (the answer is "very"), back
round by Penmaenmawr and scream back
to Aber at 100 I.A.S. .

Still no crew! I regained height over the
Onion. had ten minutes aerobatics and
came in to land by the road.

Two hours later my crew returned from
an expedition into Anglesey!

Taken over all, lire outstanding feature of
the flight was the scenery. To see it coming
up in one endless panorama of lake and
peak and pass was like climbing forty
mountains in a day. I shall never forget
crossing the L1anberis valley, Lyn Padarn
brilliant below with guUs dotted all over it,
startlingly white against the blue water.
Beside and above me, peak after peak
towering into c1ol,td and, for full measure of
beauty, lying ahead and to starboard and
moving with me along the mountains, a
complete circular ra'inbow with its paler
shadow lying alongside it, a double ring of
vivid colour against the black rock and
purple heather beyond.

Not less lovely was flying down the cliffs
of the Nevin Peninsula-blue sea on both
sides and the waves creaming along the
yellow sands.

Anyone can have their six hours in cloud,
their Gold distance and Diamond heighl.
[ shall be very happy to remain hill-bound
for the rest of my days.

Coventry to Lympne
by George Thompson

SATURDAY, April 9th, promised well from feel that a track line was called for.
the start. Vic Carr was urging me to The aircraft was the Leicester Club's

have a bash, since I hadn't attempted a Olympia, until recently in use at Dunstable.
proper cross-country since my Silver C The London Club handed it over to us in
distanc,e of 42 miles from Bramcote in the beautiful condition, only the instrument
1947 Competitions. 1 felt that I would like panel needing to be fitted up to our own
to make an exercise of it by trying to cut liking. Unfortunately we haven't yet
across wind as much as possible, and there obtained a compass and the lack of this cost
was sOme talk about making for the me a bit of time in the early stages.
Lympne area, though no specific goal was Winch-launched at 11.26 to 1,250 feet
given. No special preparations were made. under a sky full of cumulus, I scratted with
J carried my ordinary half-million map. some rather elusive thermals, gradually
re'Jchin:g as far as N.W. london, and didn't losing height. Meanwhile the Tutor and
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Viking were launched and began soaring. south-west run would have taken me, so the
At 500 ft. I began to feel a bit "chocka" Dunstable cloud street was providential.
and was making to join the circuit and have I sailed over DUDstable at 4,600 ft.,
another try when it came along, tight !>ut watching four machines on the hill, and just
strong. I climbed up past Tutor and Viking downwind of the club saw a Sky and an
(John Quick in the Viking said afterwards Olympia circling hard between 2,000 and
that he didn't join me in case 1 felt he was 3,000 ft. Laughing gaily at those two Jacks
pushing me out-he'll learn the methods in I forged on till the street ended just past
due course!). C10udbase was 4,000 ft. and Luton.
I made another 1,100 ft. before the lift Now there was a relatively more difficult
dropped away. I got out of that one easily region ahead, past St. Albans, Ponders End
by straightening up on the tum-and-bank and east of the reservoirs. Then southward
when the machine was pointing towards the again, but the clouds ahead were much less
lightest area of the cloud. This brought me frequent and didn't appear to offer much
out on the sunward side as desired. activity. The river was plainly in view and

Continuing southward, the next thermal I was going down quite fast when a flash of
took me into cloud again, but this time I silver below drew my attention to a T-31
didn't get out quite so easily and lost some landing at an aerodrome marked H.C.
of the height gained inside cloud owing to (Homchurch, but by this time I was off my
the lack of a compass. The next two clouds map).
I tried on my southward passage refused to A trembling of the aircraft marked the
play and at 2,000 ft. I had visions of landing onslaught of a weak thermal by the aero
less than 30 miles out, When off we went drome which saved me from further
again. thoughts of landing there. We crept up

Just before reaching cloudbase this time quite slowly to just over 3,000 ft., then to
1 noticed that clouds had formed over many 4,000 ft. near Tilbury and so across the river
square miles around me. Being daft I went to Rochester' where I soon met asnorter
inside at 4,400 ft. and lost the lift at 4,900 ft. which had me at 5,600' ft. in no time.
Straightening up as before, but without any From here to the best height of the tlight-
lighter areas to help, I flew on and on and 5,750 ft.-tben pushed off in a generally
on, down and down and down. This time south-east direction, but not finding strong
we came out on tbe side away from the sun enough lift to raise my interest. The coast
and so tumed 1800 and plunged back in. came into View and I began to debate
Bits of lift and bits of sink kept me averag- whether to try to fly down Dungeness to
ing a fairly constant height, and eventually Ferryfield or to continue to Lympne.
I came out of the south side at about the Decided that the latter was easier and just
same moment as I dropped through the as far, and ignored some promising-looking
bottom. Henceforth no more cloud flying, clouds north of Lympne since they couldn't
I decided. take me anywhere. Over Lympne at 2,000

Little Horwood was the next thermal ft. and I went out to sea by 100 yards or so
source and while circling here a fortunate to look at England from the outside again.
shaft of sunlight drew my attention to Another thermal at 1,400 ft. on the way
Dunstable. which I knew should be some- back to Lympne had a strong core and
where near. South again towards a cloud could probably have been worked up, but
street west of Wing and stretching right past the Channel crossing didn't seem to be on,
Dunstable. with the wind being well across the required

This settled the dilemma that I had just track, so I left it after a couple of turns and
begun to feel in regard to negotiating the went into Lympne. A couple of runs across
Metropolis. To pass it on the west side the field to ensure that there were no
mC<\nt a hard cross-wind battle with the risk "Ianding forbidden" signs out, and landed
of being c.arried over the built-up area if the close to control tower. Up walks a police-
going should prove difficult-though the man who cautions me that anything I say
final run to Lympne should be an easy will be taken down and may be used in
downwind dash-whilst the north-east evidence, etc., and that the aerodrome is
passage entailed the uncertainty of crossing closed since last October.
the Thames Estuary somewhere with the The retrieve behind Vic Cart's little
probability Qf poor thennalling. ] hadn't at "Popular" had us back at Baginton by
this time realised how far out of my way the 08.00 next morning.
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Fig. 2. The N2·53, designed by N. S.
Tl'llnchenkov, A. A. Loshakov and V. A.
Korchagin, of Novasibirsk, won second prize.

The winner of the second prize was the
N2-53, designed by N. S. Trunchenkov,
A. A. Loshakov and Y. A. Korchagin of the
Novosibirsk branch of DOSAAF. AlJ the
designers are quite young, which augun well
for the future. While Sheremetev's design is
a tandem high-wing monoplane. the
Novosibirsk type is a side-by-side mid-wing
monoplane, so it does not seem that the
Russians have any definite preference for
either layout. The construction is entirely
of wood. This type is fitted with novel
braking flaps in the fuselage sides, but il is
difficult to see why these have been adopted
as their efficiency is considerably less than
thal of spoilers in the wings. Probably the
designers thought they were simpler.

The N2-53 suffers from the defects in-

A Russian Glider Design Competition
by R. A. G. Sluarl, M.A. (Call/ab.)

A DESIGN competition was recently held types the sweep is compound, and indeed on
. . in the U.S.S.R. for a two-seater training the leading edge of the outer section it is
glider to replace the well-known Antono:v practically cancelled by taper, though on
A-2 which, after 20 years' good service, is the trailing edge the taper accentuates it.
now no longer of the required standard. The ailerons occupy the whole trailing edge
ThecompetitionwasorganisedbyDOSAAF of the outer sections. The centre sections,
and invitations to participate were sent to though slightly swept forward, have no
many designers and organisations. All taper and are fitted with spoilers at about
entries had to be submitted under slogans 25% chord near their junction with the
so that the designers' names should not be outer sections. The fuselage is rather like
known till after the judging. The chief the German Doppelraab in shape and
qualities sought were simple construction, carries a skid with rubber shock-absorption,
low all-up weight, long life and good behind which is a single wheel, the latter
flying qualities. being just aft of the wing-bracing strut. The

The first prize went to the "XXX Let" tail unit is very angular and the fin extends
("3D years"), designed by B. N. Sheremetev below the fusela,ge. The tailplane is
who is already well known for his previous mounted on top of the fuselage, and the
designs. It is a high-wing monoplane of elevator. which is in one piece, has a small
mixed construction. The fuselage is of cut-out for the fin leading edge.
welded steel tubes wilh pine bodywork and
fabric covering. The wings and StTuts are
wooden. Sheremetev chose steel-tube con
struction for the fusela.ge in order to
prolong the life of the glider, but decided
not to use metal for the wings because of the
greater complication that would be caused.

Fig. 1. The XXX Lel ("Thil'ly Years").
{"-signed by 8. N. Sheremetl!v. which won
first prize in the Russian Iwo-sealer lrainer

design competition.

Like several other Russian gliders the
XXX Let has swept-forward wings to
ensure correct equilibrium whether there is
only one person aboard or whelher there
are two, but unlike most of these other

I
I--~~_ij-/_.---I
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prizewinning designs after the modifications
had been incorporated. It woulc then be
possible to make a prllctjca) test of their
worth.

The first of these was another side-by-side
design called "Za Mir" ("For Peace"),
which is of somewhat rustic appearance,
having an open cockpit with windscreen and
being of twin-boom layout. The con
struction is of wood eKcept for a few metal
parts used for strengthening. The fuselage
is very wide and is slab-sided, and the seats
are not staggered. The wings are gent"rally
similar in design to the XXX Let, but are of
higher aspect ratio. There are hOrizontal
cross-bracing wires from the rear of the
fuselage nacelle to the tailplane leading edge.
The idea of choosing the twin-boom layout
was to avoid the disturbed airflow around
the rear fuselage which arises in the N2-53,
but the aerodynamic losses caused by the
twin-boom layout probably counterbalance

----..I-~~--,--~iI'l----
~V

Fig. 4. Tire Komar ("Gnat").

this. The undercarriage is formed by a skid
with a wheel at its rear end.

The "Komar" ("Gnat") is of pod-and
boom type and is a high-wing monoplane of
wooden construction, the end of the boom
forming the rudder king-post. Four wires
attached to the outer edge of the wing
centre-section ensure the rigidity of tlie
boom and the horiwntal position of the
tailplane. There are also two wires bracinG'
the nose to the wing strut anachment poin~

Seating is in tandem under a long canopy
WIth no step-·up. The rear pilot's seat is
un~e.r. the ~ing and, though he has good
VISlblltty, hIS access to the cockpit is far
from easy. He ,enters through a small door
under the Wing and above the undercarriage
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Fig. 3. The Za Mir ("For Peace")

herent in the side-by-side layout, namely the
large fuselage width and the consequent
increase in drag resulting in loss of perform
ance, and the necessity of carrying ballast
when the aircraft is flown as a single-seater,
thus negativing the extra performance
which wQuld be gained by decrease in
weight. In an attempt to alleviate the latter
defect, the designers have staggered the
seating by 10 cm., the starboard seat being
set back by that amount. However, this
results in the. restriction of longitudinal
seat adjustment by 5 cm. for each seat,
which is nonlery convenient.

The wings have parallel-ch1lrd centre
section and tapered outer sections. They
are rather reminiscent of the Yakovlev
cargo glider, as is the whole layout of the
N2-53. The fin has neady all the taper on
the leading edge, and the tailplane, which is
of rectangular fonn, is mounted low so that
the elevator, which projects behind the
fuselage, has no cut-out for the rudder.
Unfortunately the tail unit is largely
blanketed by the wing at high angles of
attack, and the wide rear fuselage has tbe
airflow disturbed by eddies from the wing
too. The ailerons are in two sections, the
outer ones being of much larger span than
the inner ones, and occupy most of the
outer section trailing edge. The landing gear
consists of two wheels mounted at the sides
of the fuselage belly, level with the wing
leading edge.

According to the tenns of the com
petition, two examples of each of the
preceding types will be built for evaluation.
Of the three types that follow, it was recom
mended that the designers should carry out
certain modifications, and none had a firm
Order placed. However, it was suggested
that they should be constTucted privately
and then submitted for evaluation with the



forging, and his access is hindered by the
bracing and by the narrowness of the
opening. This could be remedied by
sweeping the wing forward and moving the
wing attachment back to behind the bulk
head aft of the rear seat. an alteration which
would probably improve the aerodynamic
qualities too.

The wings at present have a rectangular
centre seclion, tapered outer sections and
rounded tips. Flaps are fitted under the
wing centre section. and the ailerons occupy
the whole trailing edge of the outer sections
except for the tips. Taper is much more
marked on the trailing edge than on the
leading edge. Spoilers are fitted at about
30% chord on the centre section at the
junction with the outer sections. The tail
unit is angular, rather like that of the XXX
Let, but with more taper on tailplane and
with large elevator cut-out. The landing
gear consists of a skid with rubber shock
absorption with a whef;l aft of it.

The other design is a mid-wing pod-and.
boom type called ••Aktivista Dosaafa"
(UDOSAAF Activist"). It is of wooden
construction with dural ailerons. The two
cockpits arc in tand.em under a long raised
canopy, the rcar one being level with the
ailerons. The rear fuselage is braced to the
wings by two wires. and four other wires
give added strength and rigidity. The wings
ha~·e a straight trailing edge. tapered leading

Fig. 5. The Aklivisla Dosaafa, named after
Ihe promoters of Ihe competition.

edge. and rounded tips. The landing gear
consists of a central skid and two wheels
mounted at the sides of the fuselage belly.
Tbis design is, like most of the others, of
simple construction, but the visibility from
the rear cockpit is poor. However. this
could be remedied by fitting transparent
panels in the fuselage.

All the projects submitted were of quite a
high standard, and it is interesting to note
that of the five meliltioned above there are
three with tandem seating and two side by
side. It remains to be seen which type will
prove the best in practice.

LIGHTWEIGHT OXYGEN
by A. J. Deane·Drllmmond

T HE task of providing really lightw::ight whole system is under pressure, mean
and safe oxygen equipmelilt for gliders that bottles are frequently only three-

is a difficult problem to solve. The few quarters of the nominal capacity at
gliders equipped with oxygen in the past take off. Descent at fairly normal
have mostly relied on heavy ex-R.A.F. airspeed from 25,000 ft. to 10,000 fl.
equipment which weighed about 25 Ibs. for takes about 45 minutes. if the height
750 litres ofoxygen. The full bottle weighed is not to be thrown away. For cross-
nearly 15 Ibs., and therefore most pilots country flying it should be possible to
preferred to remove it when flying on make use of three such clouds without
"norm.a!" days, and as a result were caught having to land for more oxygen.
out when conditions changed during a 2. It must be light enough to allow
flight. . pennanent installation with a neg-

Opinions differ on the ideal requirements ligible effect on the glider's per-
for a glider oxygen set, but few will dis- formance. .
agree that the following are fundamental:- 3. It must be simple to operate even when

I. It must t:e safe and provide at least an the pilot is flying on instruments.
hour's worth of oxygen plus 25% 4. It must be as cheap as possible.
reserve for flying at, say, 25,000 f1. The amollnt of oxygen necessary to meee
Routine tests before take·off, sUgh( the first requirements will depend on the
filling errors, or small leaks when the efficiency of the economiser system and
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No. 642 G.S.
No. 87 G.S.
No. 642 G.S.
No. 87 G.S.
No. 84 G.S.
No. 26 G:S.
No. 26 G.S.

Surrcy
RAF BrUggen

Middleton
J. C. nee

J. C. Currie

Nam~

R. Ashworth

exa<;tly filled the bill. For a total weight of
about 9 loo., a 4OO-litre bottle (at 1,&00
IOO./SQ. in.), a multi-way flow controller, and
a ptessure gauge/contents meter, complete
with all necessary piping, was installed in
the Skylark 3 in a few hours. The heart of
the set is in the flow controller, which is a
beautifully engineered mechanism in light
alloy and only weighs about! ·Ib.

The weather during the Champ:onships
was unfortunately not suitable for high
flying and only once did J c'Iimb above
10,000 ft., when no difficulties were ex
perienced.

In conclusion, a word of warning may not
be out of place. Flight in gliders. in large
storm clouds is one of the most exhilarating
branches ·of soaring, and sooner or later
most pilots dabble in it. Your oxygen
equipment may be just as important to
your continued existence as tlte main pins
holding the wings together. :Ins~ct and
check both just as carefully before each
flight.
Note:

The figures for oxygen requirements
quoted in the article are based on the
following:-

Height Additional Oxygen
10-15,000 ft.-I litre per minute
15-20,000 fl.-2Iitres"
20-25,000 fl.-3
25-33,.000 ft.-5
33.40,000 ft.-I 0

Gliding Certificates
NOVEMB·ER C CERTIFICA1ES

Club or School R. A. M. Slirling- W. J. Elder
RAF Baker Army D. J. Hewings
Geilenkirchen R. D. Ruffelt London J. Eyre

Derbyshire & J. Skolnieki Polish Air P. J. A. Parker
Lancs. Force Assn. K. D. Harries

P. Co H. IkrthelSi:n Covernry W. G. Scull Avro J. A. Smith
S. A. Fentum 2nd T.A.F. ErneS! M. D. Welburn
I)enisc J. D. Brown Wood hams Coventry Vvonne H.

Southdown G. H.Bridger SOUlhdown
·B. K. Sacre London A. G. Bu,,,,, R. Engineers
G. A.. A. Houlton Cambridge B. F. Barrow Southdown

the flow control arr.angements. The normal
R.A.f'. ·system of a two-flow setting is
simple, but grossly wasteful of oxygen
except when flying at near the upper limits
of each setting. Most pilots have little
difficulty in flying up to 15,000 ft. without
oxygen, although I find it is highly desirable
to start ·oxygen at a low flow rate at 10,000
ft. in order to avoid' the splitting headaches
and slight nausea which otherwise result. A
two-flow system therefore requires about
600-700 lit.res of oxygen, but with a four or
five-flow Syst<:ffi the nominal oxygen
capacity ca.n be cut down to 400 litres, with
the same safety factors.

The weight requiFement is again a matter
of ·opinion, but most pilots are prepared to
carry up to IQ loo. of oxygen equipment
permanently installed and not feel com
~lIed to throw it out when high flying is
improbable.

f'or the last two years my immediate
superior has. happened to be Sir John Hunt,
with whom I discussed these problems a
year ago. At his suggestion, I approached
Normalair Ltd., who had developed and
produced the ultra.Ughtweight oxygen sets
for Ewrest and Kanchenjunga. These were
a lon,g way ahead of amything that had been
produced in the world up to that time, and
were largely instrumental for the teams'
successes.

A trial set was produced for me just
before the 1955 Championships and almost

B CERTifiCATES
Many of these pilots gained A Certificates on the same day; the remaining A Certif.cates are

listed separately and have been held over.
R. A$lIworth RAF S. A. Fentum ind T.A.F. E. Atkinson No. 188 G.S.

Geilenkirchen Lilias L S. Fras..r Derbyshire &. W. Danskin R. NO' Fulmar
J. C. Cuni" Derbyshire & Lancs. S. R. Dunean R.N. Fulmar

Lancs. E. O. Jones No. I G.S. Marjori. J. Hay Surrey'
P. C. H. Berlhelsen Coventry D. J.. Pinch No. 49 G.S. P. H. Ranson So!'thdown
R. G. Bush No. 22 G.S. D. Pulldn· W. G. Waiter Bmlol
A. Chapman No. 44 G.S. ThofllPSOh Bristol W. R. Babb No. 188 G.S.
D. E. Cole No. 84 G.S. A. T. Rogerson No. 186 G.S. M. S. Boatswain No. 87 G.5.
L. M. 'Cou,tenay No. 123 G.S. F. E. Rowlev No. 31 G.S. Denise J'. D. Brown
J. Cronin No. 123 G.S. T. H. Stubb[ns No. 22 G.S. Soulhdown
E. W. Cropper No. 123 G.S. M. B. Tum", No. 22 G.S. R. F. Burch No. 146 G.S.
G. Duthie No. 22 G.S. R. J.. White No. 611 G.S. A. Crossley No. 186 G.S.
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Army
No. 89 G.S.
No. 31 G.S.
Blackpool &

Fylde

No. 186 G.S.
No. 612 O.S.
No. 89 O.S.
Bristol
No. 612 G.S.
No. 68 G.S..
No. 5 G.S.
No. J1 G.S.
No. 31 G.S.

RAF IJrtiggcn
No. 31 G.S.
No. 632 G.S.
RAF

Ha\\;kingc
No. 632 G.S.
R.N.

Portsmouth
No. 68 G.S.
No. 621 G.S.
Army
No. 623 G.5.
No. 63:1 G.5.
No. 642 G,S.
RAF Fenlaod
No. 22 G.S.
No. 84 G.S.
LOndon
No. 5 a.s.
No. 106 G.S.
No. 642 G.S.
No. 89 G.5.
Aberdeen
Southdo\\'n
1'10.615 G.S.
Derbvshire &

. Lancs.
J. A. Robinson No. 6)2 G.S.
G. H. W. Slaymaker

RAF BrHggcn
Gaynor M. Rccs Derbyshire &

Lancs.
M. R. Taylor Perak F.e.
R. B. Warburton Ayro

G. A. Kidd
R. C. Forrow

W. C. V. Phillips
C. W. Pi~r
D. E. Lennard
C. J. Williams
A. J. Turley
R. Turgoos<:
A. M. Moran
R. A. Perkins
J. F. Wilson
R. A. Parrelt
P. Hay
A. e. Smith
P. M. Gardiner
R. J. Powell
G. BfOce
R. Burns
N. Palmer
D. A. P. Hughes

W. E. Swift
W. O. Scull
D. E. J. Welch
Gabrielle M.

Scth-Smith
G. W. Childs
S. H. AshurS!
J. C. Gibson

R. HUllon
G. Sewell
R. Gater
B. E. Grafton

J. E. H. Dcnnion
D. A. G. Breton
R. J . .ijrown
M. D. P. Fasey
T. E. 'Frost
J. H. Gadsby
A. F. ,Gibbon.
D. G. Harris
E. Harrison
D. M. H. Du

Boulay Surrey
e. J. R. Hum Woodbr:d"e
B. R. Hyland Home-

Command
M. J. Kelly No. 68 G.5.
A. L. Lake No. 130 G.S.
L. T. Lawrence No. 89 G.S.
K. R. Milner No. 43 O.S.
M. S. Parker No. 89 G.S.
H. A. Pill-Roche Surrey
Daphnc A. Poynter Surrey
R. J. Ridgway No. 45 G.S.
R. D. RuffeLl London
D. A. Sanger No. 89 O.S.
J. Simon Bristol
J. Skotnicki Polish Air

Force Assn.
No. 631 G.S.
Avro
H.e.G.J.S.

Co,;cntry
No. 84 G.S.
No. 143 O.S.
No. I G.S.
No. 5 G.S.
No. 615 G.S.
No. 143 G.S.

J. P. Creel
H. M. Glas..borow
C. D. R. Osborne

P. Harris
R. W. Lynch
J. W. Scroggs
P. G. Codd
J. W. Mabon
M. H. R. Pertwee
R. Ryle
A. A. F. Watkins
R. M. Wiltshire
K. G. Kling
R. A. Scar
J. A. Whelan
J. M. R. White
L. A. Wren
J. V. Williams

F. Richards
R. Blacklaws
J. Bowyer'
J. Caughy
J. D. Davidson
E. R. Kirk
M. J. Knight
R. A. M. Stirling

Baker Army
J. W. Truelove No. 143 G.5.
W. S. L.. Thompson RAF

Moonrakers
A. D. nuchan No. 5 G.s.
M. J. W. Dickinson No. 31 G.S.
G. Kirk No. 143 G.S.
P. S. Newlh No. 42 G.S.
D. H. Rowe Oxford
J. W. D. Stubbs No. 68 (i.S.
R. H. Christian No. 188 G.S.
A. O. Ellefscn Derbyshire &.

Lancs.
No_ 42 G.5.
No. 188 G.S.
O,ford
No. 614 G.S.
No.2 G.S.
Surrey
No. 631 G.S.
No. 130 G.S.
No. 89 G.s.
Surrey
No. 44 O.S.
No. 89 G.S.
No. 611 G.S.
Southdown
No. 890.S.

London
London
Surrey
R .... F·
Geilcnkirchen

Surrey
1'10.68 G.S.
1'10.612 G.5.
No. 68 G.S.
No. 611 G.S.
No. 45 O.S.
Imperial CoIl.

G. H. Hartopp

Name

A. J. Stunge
H. Talbot
A. P. Witherup

S. R. MeCoy

J. P. Walsh
R. Broughton
W. G. Chambers

T. A. Dredge
E. J. Read

D. M. Alsop
W. Southcombe
B. J. Harrison
C.Hunl
T. A. Taberham
B. Cadman
A. W. Bright

D.S. Hill
T. Whitebread

No. 87 O.S.
Home

Command
D. L. Parsons No. 87 O.S.
D. e. Stewan Lahore F.C.
R. E. O. Winwood No. 42 O.S.
B. Cash R.N.

POI'tsmouth
Blackpool &.

Fylde
Blackpool &.

Fylde
No. 613 O.S.
No. 613 O.S.
Blackpool &

Fylde
No. 68 O.S.
No. 24 O.S.
Winchester

C.e.F.
T. J. F. Oregory No. 130 O.S.
T. F. Jones No. 68 O.S.
T. O. Parker No. 126 O.S.
L. A. Locke No. 84 O.S.
C. Taylor No. 188 O.S.
A. W. P. Baleman No. 2J O.S.
L. J. C. Eva No. 84 O.S.
D. Evans No. 45 O.S.
C. B. B. Hunt Bristol
B. P. Noble Exeter O.S.
A. E. Read No. 89 O.S.
B. K. Saere London
A. J. Shcppard No. 614 O.S.
J. P. Tubbs No. 22 O.S.
F. J. Wheeler No. 49 O.S.
M. J. Bray No. 22 O.S.
O. A. A. l-Ioulton Cambridge

DECEMBER C CERTIFICATES
Gliding Club or A. Byrne No. 644,O.S.
A.T.e. School O. B. Browne RAF Fenland
London D. e. Stringer No. 24 O.S.
RAF A. Burneu No. 5 O.S.
Oeilcnkirchen K. Fuller Southdown

No. 24 O.S. P. F. Harper No. 611 O.S.
Southdown D. Hughes 1'10.631 G.S.
RA F Brtiggen R. B. Preston No. 84 G.S.
Avro Vivian J. Waiter Bristol
1'10.48 G.S. Joan M. Day Bristol
No. 122 O.S. M. F. Davidson No. 31 G.S.
London D. R. Gilmour No. 89 G.S.
No. 642 G.S. P. E. Le Marehant Oxford
Newcastle R. A. David No. 5 G.S.
Surrey M. R. Martin No. 89 G.S.
Bristol C. W. R. Cau No. 89 G.S.
No. 642 G.S. C. C. Hearsen No. 45 G.S.
Derbyshire & T. C. Hickey RAF

Lancs. Gtitersloh
W. S. Mews No. 31 G.S.
W. t... Parry No. 634 G.S.
R. B. W. Dyke No. 89 G.S.
D. E Patriek RAF Fenland
S. R. Cooper NQ. 614 G.S.
J. T. Boothro)'d No. 642 G.5.
W. O. Brooks No. 44 G.S.
J. Fairbrother No. 49 G.S.
P. Mountain No. 644 G.s.
T. H. B. Bowlcs Derbyshire &

Lancs.
Cambridge
Southdown
No. 614 O.S.

B CERTIFICATES
P. c. Crcch
D.S. Hill
Annc Ince
T. Whitebread

D. C. Stringer
H. M. (jl."borow
R. Hutlon
R. B. Warhorlon
J. J. Reeve
E. F. Topsficld
J. E. ElLioll
A. e. Hall
N. S. M. Cox
A. B. Lawrence
M. J. PCaFCC
G. A. Pilkington
A. J. F. Whitby

No.
545
546
547

Name
R. L. Maltby
Anne Burns
A. Aldott

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
Club

College of Aeronautics
Surrey Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
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318 Miles-and all in Texas!
by Commander Nicholas Gaadharl

THE thermals in Texas are much touted
by Texans and the imminence of my

departure from the United States made me
determined to find out for myself whether
these Texans just talk "big" or whether the
thennals really are as good as they are
cracked up to be.

By a fortunate coincidence it was
necessary for me to make a duty visit io
Dallas. which is the headquarters of the
Texas Soaring Association, so I planned to
complete the visit on a Wednesday evening
and then take two days' leave, giving me a
maximum of three days in the area. Despite
August being reputedly the best month for
thermals in Texas, I was not very optimistic
that in so short a time I would meet up with
adequate conditions to try for Diamond C
distance. It therefore came as no surprise
when Thursday dawned with unsuitable
-conditions.

June and Wally Wiberg, with whom I was
staying, had arranged for me to fly the Texas
Soaring Association's Weihe, and Wally had
available maps, barograph and parachute
while June provided cookies and a water

bottle and, most important of all, volun
teered to crew. So all I had to provide was
myself. Even the towplane was organized,
since Wally worked adjacent to the airfield
and could get off at any time I wanted to go.

Friday morning was clear with a little
wind from the south·east. This was a good
omen, so we began to get ready to- go. By
9.30 the sky was covered in cumulus at
about 2,500 feel, but the general impression
seemed to be that the lift would not yet be
adequate. HOWever, we continued getting
the ship ready and an hour later all was
prepared, except that [ had underrated the
power of the Texas sun and was badly in
need of a hat. Fortunately, Dick JQhnson
(of world djstance record fame) happened
by at this moment and offered to lend me
his gliding hat. What better portent of
success could one have than this! Finally
all was ready and take-off was at 10.45. r
took great care to drop the wheels fmm a
reasonable altitude, never having flown with
droppable wheels before, and I am glad to
say they came off all right.

The next five minutes I occupied myself

June and Wally Wiberg logelher wilh Iheir air-condilioned Chevrolel. Leaning againsllhe 1-23
is Belly Jeanne Reynolds who helped June crew Jor me.
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in assessing my chances. Forecast wind
direction was good, being nearl'y dead on
track and of the order of 15 to 20 knots. On
the other hand, the early development of
cumulus had already reached exc.essive pro
portions and large areas of the sky, were
blanked off completely. The barograph was
ticking comfortably behjnd my head so 1
knew that Was aU right. I checked the turn
and-bank and that was okay" though) had
00 idea of the state of the battery. Vario.
m.eters were working satisfactorily: one was
a standard Cosim and the other a
"Memphis", this latter ,being ,a standard
2,OOO-feet a minute rate-of-climb modified
to give far greater sensitivity. In fact; it
appeared to be m0re sensitive than the
Cosim.

I had declared Amarillo Air Terminal as
my goal, which is 3,604 feei above sea
level, and since Grand Prairie Airfield,
from which. I had started, is only 529 feet
above sea level, I had no problems what
ever from the! % rule and I was, therefore,
in no hurry to release. However, at 2,700
feet a.s.1. we hit a reasonable thermal and I
released, making sure that I Was On the
opposite side of the airfield to my goal. The
time Was 10.50. Thermal strength at 200
feet per minute was nothing outstanding.

The sky was already getting over-stuffed
with tired-looking cumulus" and as I slowly
circled up to cloud base at 3,500 feet" I
wouldn't have bet a nickel on my chances of
making 100 miles, let alone 300. During the
next hour or so it became apparent that
there was little difficulty ill staying up,
though r/l'tes of climb in excess of 300 to 400
feet per minute were very rare indeed.
Through the relatively few gaps in the
general cumulus cover, 1 could see big
build-ups towards the north-west where I
was headed, and soon found myself up
against a band ,of overcast somewhat in the
nature of a small front lying athwart my
track. Looking at the ground, a small patch
of sunlight was visible about seven miles to
the left, and as I had just come out near the
top of a cumulus at 1O,00Q feet I docided to
II)' and penetrate the overcast area by the
sunny patch. This turned Olllt to be success
ful, but abolu, 15 miles on the other side I
came upon a large area of clear blue sky
which firmly blocked my prOgress. Having
already deviated to the south-west, I went
north around the hole and found adequate
lift all around it.

By now I was two hours out and averag-

ing only about 35 miles an hour. An
elementary calculation showed that I would
never make it. My cruising speed must
increase. I did not have a table of best
speeds to fly between thermals, but had
been using 55 to 60 m.p.h., so I decided that
this must go up a bit and I must really
concent(<!.te on the thermals and extract
better rates of climb. Fortunately, for the
next couple of hours good conditions
existed with ,thennals averaging as much as
400 feet per minute and nO difficulty what
ever in finding lift when required.

By fOUT hours out. things were beginning
to look definitely hopefuL My cruising
speed had increased. Conditions were quite
good, and provided I could keep flying until
after 6.00, there was definitely a hope of
making it. As time passed, there was one
other item which w,as beginning, to impress
me more than somewhat. Th,e particular
item in question was the uback of my lap",
which was making it painfully clear that l
should have paid more attention to adequate'
cushions before setting off.

About this, time my hopes were somewhat
dashed by the; appearance of another minor
front. If it took me as long getting past this
one as the previous one, all would be lost,
but fortunately a good thermal got me up
to J2,000 feet odd just near to it, and
without much deviation of track I pushed
through towards a similar sunny patch that
had saved me before. Sure enough, the
expected thertnal was there and I climbed
back .to 8,000 feet. There was still a big
dead area in front of me, but I reckoned I
had enough height to get through to the
next sunny patch. With a light heart I set
off gliding towards it. I reached it at 4,500
feet a.s.I., but by this time the ground had
risen to over 2,000 feet. With perhaps
2,500 feet in hand, I began to look for the
expected thermal, but there wasn't even a
ripple and inevitably I continued towards
the gro.u.nd, which was fortunately a well
cultivated region with unlimited landing
places.

I had reached the stage of picking fields
when I saw what appeared to be a farmer
carrying our some fantastic operation with
a monster implemel'lt in a ploughed field.
The dust was whirling madly to s.uch an
extent that T could not actually see the'
farmer or determine what gargantuan tool
he was using. But fame de miellx, and
because the dust appeared to be rising in a
column from the whirl, I headed towards it.
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This map gives a general ide.a of the scope lor .
cross coullfry soaring in the U.SA. The
British Isles are inset 10 lire same scale JOt'

comparison.

they drove in, apologizing for having taken
so long, i.e. having only averaged a little
over 40 m.p.h. including telephoning, eating
and a 20-minute delay in one city for a
parade!

None of us was familiar with the Weihe
trailer, so it took us some two hours to get
the ship satisfactorily stowed and we were
back on the road again at I J.OO p.m., fed
and with landing certificate duly signed. By
6.30 the next morning we were back at the
Wiberg's house and the whole thing was
over.

Looking back on the flight, there are one
or two points of outstanding difference .a
compared with British soaring. On this
particular day the thermals were not of out
standing strength. However, the high cloud

1/
CANADA

As I approached, turbulence increased
rapidly and it suddenly dawned on me that
there was in fact no farmer and that this was
a heaven-sent dust-devil. On entering the
dust there was a terrific heave and in no
time at all I was spiralling 'Upwards under
extremely rough condilions at 1,200 feet per
minute. This was the only dust-devil I saw
and it could not have come at a more
opportune place and time. It took me up 10
about 10,000 feet and again I was away with
good thermals under scattered cumulus, and
shortly afterwards I was happy to see the
British distance record mark, which I had
made on my map, pass underneath. By
5.00 the thermals began to get very weak.

I had not marked a distance scale back
from Amarillo on my map, so I did not
know exactly how far I had to go, but I
could see that it was going to be touch and
go. Of clouds ahead there were none, but
there were still large areas of very weak lift
about and the wind must have been blowing
all of 20 knots, making it well worth while
to circle even in zero sink. And so 1 drifted
on from 5.00 until 6.00 o'clock, making
eternal circles without appreciabl'e gain of
height but always drifting towards my goal.
By 6.00 o'clock the goal was in sight but the
lift was finally petering out, so with the
speed back to 42 miles an hour I sank slowly
downwards with the lovely wind carrying
me rapidly onwards. Five miles short J had
perhaps 600 or 700 feet. Was 1to be robbed
at the last minute for want of a miserable
100 to 200 feet of altitude? But once again
the Fates were kind to me and quite
suddenly 1 ran into a little thermal which base rising from 3,000 feet a.s.!. to 8,000
gave me a good 100 feet per minute climb. feet a.s.1. during the latt.er half of the flight
In no time at all I was over the field and made finding the next thermal a com-
waggl ing my wings for permission to land. paratively easy matter. On several occasions
An immediate green fTom the tower, and I climbs to over 10,000 feet a.s.1. were easily
dropped in to the happiest landing of my made and no doubt greater heights could
life alongside the air terminal building. The have been reached. The character of the
time was 6.30 and I had been 7 hours and country was virtually COnstant throughOut
40 minutes in the air. the flight, consisting as it did of dryish-

It was with the greatest of pleasure that r looking flat farm land interspersed with
unfolded myself from the cockpit and eased occasional areas of "bad lands", i.e. heavily
the agonizing pain in my sea-t which had eroded and unused desert-like areas. The
been nagging me steadily for the previous latter halfof the flight was near to two large,
three or four hours. I made a mental note almost-dry river beds, which were the only
to be much more careful about cushions in outstanding landmarks throughout the trip
the future. other than occasional lakes and reservoirs.

My first steps were to find a telephone Conclusion
and check with my crew, who to my surprise The Texas thermals that I met certainly
J found were only some 70 miles away and. didn't live up to what 1 had been led to
thereCore should be expected in an hour and expect. What they should brag about is
a half. And sure enough, at 8.00 o'clock their hospitality-it's superlative!
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Sir,

CORRESPONDENCE
Dear Sir, TRAINING OF LEFT-HANDED PUPILS

We have been interested in the recent correspondence on the training of left-handed
pupils in the T-21 and we would suggest that the obvious solution to some of the difficulties
mentioned is to fit a second spoiler control for the left-hand seat.

Thi·s second spoiler control has been supplied as an extra from the earliest days of
the T-21 and has been fitted to many of our export machines. A modification kit is available
at a low price which will allow the second control to be fitted to any existing machine. The
modification is simple to install and should not present any difficulty to the average ground
engineer. J. C. REUSSNER,

fOR SLlNGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.

Dear Sit. THE FIRST BRITISH PRIMARY
I \v.as verv interested to read in (he December issue of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING

Mrs. Haddock's 'article about the Kent Gliding Club's ·'CQlumbus". It so happens that,
in April, 1953, I was on an A.T.C. gliding course at No. 162 GlictingSchool, Hamsey Green,
Warlingham, Surrey, and there I saw this venerable machine, which had been resurrected
for training duties. My memory is a little dim, but I think "Columbus" was, at that time,
painted blue and silver. It was used for ground slide-s, and was, I believe, restricted to such
"flights" on grounds of age and runcibiIity compared with the Daglings we also had there.
I have a feeling that "Columbus" did not last long after April, I 953, but whether his passing
was from natural causes or otherwise I can not recall. BIll TONKYN.
Imperial College Gliding Club.

Sir, SAILPLANE INSTRUMENTS
We have read with interest the article entitled "Instrumentation in Club Sailplanes"

by Mr. O. W. Neumatk in your December issue.
All Turn and Slip Indicators supplied by us for sailplane use are specially calibrated

to give the following indications at an air speed of 50 m.p.h.:-
Rate Degrees per min.

J. 450.
2. 900.
3. J,350.
4. 1,800.

Whether such an instrument is for a l2 or 24 volt D.e. supply is at the choice of the
purchaser, who need nO( thereafter attempt to calibrate the instrument by the somewhat
precarious trial-and-error method of playing with rate spring tension.

Since identically the same parts are used in the powered aircraft instrument as in the
12-\'0It type, it is incorrect to state that, with the former, cost was no object, whilst with the
latter the aim was to keep cost down. The instruments are identical except for the armature
winding of the gyroscope and difference in rate springs. It was therefore possible, by large
scale manufacture for the R.A.F., to produce extra parts to make instruments for sailplanes,
thus giving the latter the benefit in price of large scale production.

It is unfortunately true that, 'because the R.A.F. is now using our latest Mark
Indicator, substantial quantities of the obsolete type are available at ex M.O.S. Stores at
scrap prices. However, these are neither unused nor in perfect condition and are not up to
the latest modificalion standard. They are not suitable for flying unless overhauled,
modified and released to A.R.B. requirements. H. M. WHITCOMllE

p.p. R. B. PULLlN AND CO., LTD.
Phoenix Works, Great West Road, Bre11ljord, Middlesex.

THE FAUVEL TAILLESS SAILPLANE
The information I gave came from a well-known French pi'lot and not from a Swiss

one. M. Fauve1 is as fully entitled to quote favourable reports of the flying qualities of his
sailplane as others are to criticise. It was certairiJy unfortunate that the pilot who spun it
on releasiT\g from the launch, did so because he had an artificial leg. A. H. YATES.
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SCHARFOLDENDORF 1955
by}. S. R. Satmond

Ladysmock, it is set on top of the twelve
mile Iimestone ridge clothed in beech forest,
with similar foothills of the Harz mountains
rolling. away on all sides.

The task for all classes was an out and
return race to the Army Club'S site just
north of Hameln, 30 km. away.

]n class. B, Pg. Off. Dave Bret! in
BrUggen's Minimoa just failed by half a
kilometre to qualify, and Fg. Off. John
Boylc (Geilenkirchen Meise) fell a little

1
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0- .NeE again for an all t<;l0 short period
"der romaotlscher- llh' regamw some

thing of its former glory when the Associ
ation of 2 T.A.F. Gliding Clubs recently
held their anmml competitions at the
magnificent ridge site of Scharfoldendorf,

Clubs assembled on Monday, May 23rd.
The following morning the site, 1,140 ft.
a.m.s.L, was in cloud. Wednesday was
devoted to two-seat Kranich checks for the
many who had never flown at Scllarfolden
dorf before. The next two days Were set
aside for club practice flying.

As in previous years aircraft were entered
in three classes: A, for any type; B, for any
except Weihes and Rhonsperbers; and C,
Grunaus only. Class C pilots had to have
less than fifty hours' flying and gliding and
were not to be qualified :service power
pilots. Clubs could enter up to six aircraft,
of any class, but a full team comprised one
aircraft from: each class. For team points
the best-scoring aircraft from a particular
class counted. Most 3Jircraft llad two pilots
flying on alternate days. Where there was
only one pilot, he could fl,y for his team each
day, but had to declare ill ·advance whether
his odd ·01' even flying days would count for
the individual prizes.

Eight clubs entered, but for various
reasons several combined to field complete
teams, whieh they had not previously been
able to ao. Thus GUtersloh and Hameln
became "Hamersloh",and Wahn, Syl! and further short. All the Grunaus in classes B
tbe new H.Q. Club at Wildenratb became and C were scattered within five or six
'·Wasywild". We were sorry that other kilometres. In class A four aircraft got
commitments prevented the Royal Nether- away, almost together. After a bitter
lands and Belgian Ail Forces from sending struggle against a 90-degree cross·wind
teams. Entries were lherefore:- which very soon became an almost direct
Bruggen : Meise, Minimoa, Grunau. headwind of 10-15 kt., all reached the goal,
Geilenkirchen: Weihe, Meise, Grunau. eapt. Whittington-Jones in Hamersloh's
Hamersloh: Minimoa, GrUnau, Grullau. Minimoa landing there just after 5 1'.111.
Oldenburg: Weihe, Meise & Rhonbussara Fg. Off. Salmond in Briiggen's M.eise was

CB), Grunau (C). the first back, scraping in only because for
Wasylwild: Meise, Grunau (B), 2 Grunau the last two miles the ridgecres1s1oped

(C). gradually down at roughly the same angle as
The competitions actually began on Whit his minimum-sink glide-path. Sgt. Rip

Sunday, May 29th, in anticyclonic con- Kirby (who was to fly every day) arrived
ditiQns wh,ich persisted for the next (WO days nine minutes later in Geilenkirchen's Weihe.
also, with a moderat'e .lapse rate. This year Fg. Off. Derck Ellis was not far behind but
we operated only from the old Long unfortunately just couldn't make it. so had
Launch, and no more perfecl setting for to land OIdenburg's Weihe opposite the site
gliding can be imagined. A huge meadow in the valley, and so lost his bonus and
thickly carpeted with cowslips and purple· speed points. All had done the second lap
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at an average speed of 60 km/hr., but over
the whole flight Sgt. Kirby (2 hrs. 14 mins.)
won with an average speed of 27 km/hr.
Salmond (3 hrs. 30 mins., 17 km/hr.) had
struggled for over an hour after the launch
before being able to get away.

Observers were stationed at turning
points. They changed sheet signals every half
hour and kept a look-out for aircraft. Pilots
had to orbit the point three limes and report
the exact time and signal. There was no
ground acknowledgement ofrecognition,and
on the whole this system worked very well.

The next day, Whit Monday, there were
again great crowds of German enthusiasts
taking a very lively interest in the proceed
ings. They included members from two of
the four local German clubs who now
control the site and with their two Grunau
Babies, pod-and-boom Cumulus and two
seat Rhonlerche-all brand-new and largely
built by themselves-they shared launches
with us. The surface wind was light and
variable but generally easterly. Lenticular
above the cumulus indicated a wave, but
no one contacted it.

The Class A task was to fly as many
circuits as possible of a Silver C 57!-km.
triangle, with legs roughly N.N.W., E. and
S.S.W. FIt. Lt. John Brownlow in
Glitersloh's Minimoa and Sgt. Bill
Cumpston in Oldenburg's Weihe had to
land on reaching the second turning 'point
after three hours. Sgt. Kirby in Geilen
kirchen's Weihe landed back at the site with
cramp, having flown two circuits in just
under four hours, so when FIt. Lt. Phil

Fabesch arrived overhead in BrUggen's
Meise with plenty of height in hand after
three circuits in just under six hOl1Ts, be
was called in by radio to save a pointless
retrieve.

The Class B task was a free goal flight,
gain of height also to count. Everyone went
downwind, more or less S.W. Cpl. Wood
man in Oldenburg's Meise won, overflyjJig
his goal, 65 km. away near Kassel, by 3 km.
Everyone else had been too greedy, and no
others landed near their goals. Sgt. Rex
Minter in Geilenkirchen's Meise went 62
km., halfway to his goal at the Mohne Darn.
Three other aircraft-Brliggen's Mimimoa
with Sgt. Jim BlundeU, Oldenburg's
Rhonbussard with Lt. Pete Williams and
Wildenrath's Grunau with F. S. Petter
went 26 km. Capt Simon King (Hamersloh
Grunau) thought conditions so bad that
he didn't bother to declare, and then had
to descend from 4.000 ft. to do so! He
eventually went 27 km.

Class C. Grunaus had an endurance task,
landing back on the site, with one point per
minute after half an hour. S.A.C. Merrall
(Geilenkirchen) did a most creditable
5 hrs. 19 mins., having been on the approach
lit 4l hrs.! Fit. Lt. Abbott (Brilggen) was
next with 3 hrs. 50 mins. L.A.C. Magee
(Oldenburg) unwisely landed after 3 hrs.
6 mins., and then landed in the valley after
a further hour. L.A.C. Anderson. (Sylt)
did 2 hrs. 43 mins. It was on this day that
Major "Ticker" Workman (Hamersloh),
orbiting under a Minimoa, suddenly
realised that he was gaining height in spite

The Me/se 0/ tire winning Bruggen leam has its wings "'simoll;1.ed".
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Brugg~n's Mi"imoa {It Rb~in-Main oirOOs(*, Frankfurt, after Fg. Off. D. E. BT~tr'S 227 km._RiglJl. with in cr~M' ",'110
arr;vtpd ten m;nutt.f after it. Photopraph by D. E. BRE7T.

of the 3 m./sec. down on his vario, and 2,850 m., just missing his Gold C height.
began to wonder about those countless Cp!. Balchirt (Oldenburg Rhiinbussard)
quick circuits at S. down he had been was next with 5 hrs. 22 mins.; then Fg. Off.
worrying about over the previous four days! Boyle (Geilenkin;hen Meise) 3 hrs. 50 mins.,

The next day, the 31st, the second Class A Cp!. Greenall (Wahn Grunau) 4 hrs. I mill.
pilots had a go at the triangle. Fg. Off. and Fg. Off. O'Hare (Hamersloh Grunau)
Salmond (Briiggen Meise) got a strong I hr. 29 mins.
thermal off the first launch of the day. He Only two Grunaus qualified for the free
arrived at the first two turning points before distance flight in class C. Cp\. Howarth
the observers but managed to establish his (Wahn) went well away 134 km. to Lingel
claim by radioing back the numbers of bach in 3 hrs. 5 mins., and Cp!. Dave Clewer
Friesian cows, and trees in an orchard, (Brliggen) just missed his Silver distance
respectively. After being saved on the third with 46 km.
leg 'It nought feet by a sniff from a quarry, he June Ist dawned rather bleak and un
went on to complete two circuits and two promising, with the anticyclone slowly
legs in 5 brs. 24 millS. Sgt. Kirby landed weakening, so it was decided to have a
Geilenkirchen's Weihe at base after one make-and-mend day. The decision was
circuit, but then went on to do another regretted later on when for a while an active
round and two legs. so tied for first place. wave system was observed in the stratus
Fg, Off. Derek EUis (Oldenburg Weihe) layer overhead, with at least five separate
completed two· circuits and one leg, missing waves.
his Silver C five hours duration by one Thursday, June 2nd., brought back the
minute. These three were all forced down anticydonic conditions for another three
within ten minutes and two miles by the days. Hamersloh decided to replace their
down-draught from a passing cumulo- Minimoa, temporarily out of action, by
nimbus. Cp\. WiJliams (Wahn Meise) com- their Weihe.
pleted one leg. There were some very free distances in

Endurance and height was the order of class A. The 10-15 kt. N.E. wind took Sgt.
the day for B Class. Fg. Off. Brett (Briiggen Kirby (Geilenkirchen Weihe) 137 km. in
Minimoa) with the second launch of the 2 hrs, 41 mins. to Niederklein near Marburg;
day also contacted that first thermal and Sgt. Bill Cumpston (Oldenburg Weihe)
won with 5 hrs. 51 miJls. and a gain of 14S km. in 4 hr~. 15 mins. to Ebsdorf; F. S.
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Walker (Wahn Meise) 217 km. to, just west
of Frankfurt in 5 hrs. 39 mins.-a l'Iight
notable for its late take-off (I.46 p.m.) and
landing (7.25 p.m.); and FIt. Lt. Fabesch
(Briiggen Meise) 227 km. in 6 hrs. 25 mins.
to Rhein-Main Airport south of Frankfurt,
where he was "batted-in" by a little yellow
truck. He had travelled part of the way in.
company with a German Meise.

The second shift in cla.ss B tried en
durance and height: Cpl. Woodman
EDldenburg. Meise) won with 5 hrs. 25 mins.
Then came Lt. Williams (Oldenburg) and
Capt. King (Hamersloh).

In class C only one Grunau Went further
than 20 km. This was FIt. Lt. Archie
Abbot!, Briiggen's Accountant Officer, who
with a iotal of 17 hours' gliding to his credit
literally sweated out 167 km. and 5 hrs.
3 mins. to Herbomseelbach, a small village
near G.iessen. He only landed. then because
he was uncomfortable and mistakenly
believed he was well over his five hours. Jt
was a struggle nearly all the way: until
radio contact was lost he had at least three
t imes d~ri bed where he was going to land!
This flight is believed to bea2T.AF. record
for Grunaus.

Next day, Friday, June 3rd, thNe was a
free goal task, with similar weather con
ditions. Sgt. Kirby (Geilenkirchen Weihe)
again won with a 213·km. flight to his goal
at Wahn airfield just south of Cologne. He
wasn't unde.r arrest very long, once it was
realised that a glider couldn't very well give
way to a formation fly-past, even though it
was for the· AO.C.'s annual inspection.
Briiggen's Meise was the only other A class
machine to get away, though Fg. Off.
Salmolld was forced down after dging only
87 km. to just south of Kasse!.

Fg. Off. Brett (Briiggen Minimoa)
avoided the dead ground in the Kassel area
by going round further to the east, and
survived a dampening alto-stratus patch to
reach Rhein-Main wbere he too was
"oatted-in". Air Traffic asked that any
other Bruggen aircraft shQuld file a flight
plan first, and promised to listen out for
them on the R/T. Cpl. Bill Greenell
(Wildenrath) and F,g. Off. O'Hare (Bamer
sloh) also did very well b~ going 145 km. to
Weme and 103 km. to near Medebach
respectively- in Grunalls. Fg. Off..Boyle
(Geilenkirchen Meise) flew 57 ·km. to rear
Bad Lippspringe and Cp!. Balthin (Olden
burg Rhonbussard) 38. km. to near Brak·el.

The second C class shift flew an

endumnl:e [ask. By Jandin~, in the valley
after 2 hrs. 1S miTIS. Cp!. Howarth sacri
ficed a commanding lead to Sgt. Hensby
(Geilenk.irchen) I hr. 21 mins., and Cp!.
Clewer (Briiggen), I hr. 19 mins.

On Saturday, June 4th, there was a race
N.W. to Biickeburg Airfield, a distance of
54 km. Surface wind was N.N.E., 5-10
.knots. In class A, FIt. Lt. Fabesch shot in
first ~t 135 m.p.h., Briiggen Meise's limiting
speed, after I hr. 9 mins..-an average speed
of 46 km./br. F. S. Walker (Wahn Meise)
arrived after I hr. 37 mins. (32 km./nr,),
and Sgt. Bill Cumpston (Oldenburg Weihe)
landed just 100 yards short of the airfield.

Sgt. Jim Blundell (Briiggen Minimaa) had
not quite enough height to scrape over the
final ridge, but got his 1,000 points with
44 km. to Westerdorf. Capt. Simon King
(Hamersloh Grunau) achieved 23 km. In
class C, S.A.e. Merrall (Geilenklrchen) won
with just over 20 .km.

Sunday was devoted to further essential
instructor-training in the Kranlchs. The
competition picture was by then quite clear
wi,th Bruggen well in the lead, and winning
for the second year in succession. Howeyer,
thete were ties [or first places in both A and
B classes, and so on Monday a flY"0ff was
held to decide these, points not counting
towards team totals. A goal flight to Kassel
airfield (74 km.) was eventually chosen, with
points for height to count if both contest
ants arrived. Forgetting to switch on their
barographs, FIt. Lt. Fabesch and Sgt.
Kirb¥ both had to land, the laHer leaving
lift of 4 m./sec. Brett waited for Fabesch
to climb up again and then Minimoa a:nd
Meise set aff togetl1er,about. a mile apart,
each desperately sniffing for the all-too
sparse lift in the rapidly overclauding sky,
and calling the other over by radio when
some was found. In this manner Fabesch
just s<Zraped into the airfield, whilst Brett

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
Trainlng ,at l.ul'sgaEe Bottom Aer-odrome# Bristol

HII.I M<I,.lng, I:lldlltl arallabl.
Fleet of 7 aircraft lndLtCllng :

Cad~t .. Tutor.. Prefect .. Olym,pia..
T218 &, '1'31 1..0 S...at....

~NntANc:IFII [2: 2:0. SUDSC1lIP'I'ION E6: 6: 0
l\SSOCIA,1E MEMBERS INOI!'CT!!AN(El- U:1:0

W. specialise in Summel' GlidinQ Hclid.ys fer
Ab~inllio Non-Members.

W'e cordiaUy inyite membersh,p
Write- BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB

10 Kenmore (;ro.ye, Filton Park.. Bristol 7
, Tel, Fillon 2423
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receiving progress reports a!1d passing them
on if neces~ry. (On one occasion they had
an air-tG-ground range of 55 miles!) Each
ctew-ehief kept a log, noting time and height
when his pilot called On entering or leavmg
each th!;rmal and passing back the average
rate of climb. With this information the
pilot then entered his optimum cross
country speed chart. This method left the
pilot that much freer to concentrate on
really accurate tlyblg. Retrieving time, of
course, was cut to a minimum. Oldenburg
used radio in thei,r Weihe once, too.

Another Br,iiggen innovation was the use
of rubber hot-water bottles for relief on
long flights. Thes!; pr.CJved more satisfactory
than anything yet tried.

fell short by only 7 km. Sgt. Kirby and Cpl.
Woodman (Oldenburg Meise) both got
away.later, but conditions had deteriorated.
Sgt. Kirby did well to get within 19 km. of
the goal, landing near Hann Munden.
Cp'l. Woodman flew nearly half way, to
within 40 km. at Northeim. Kranich flying
continued.

Tuesday's wind direction (south) made
flying impossible. On Wednesday, June
8th, Mrs. Pretty, wife of A.V.M. W. P. G.
Pretty, CB-E., Air Officer Administration
at Headquarters, 2nd TA.F., very kindly
presented the prizes. The retiring Chair
man, Air Cdre. G. B. M. Rhind, spoke of
the serious financial and equipment. prob
lems still facing the Association. In
cidentally, the reason 2nd T.A.F. did not
enter a team in the U.K. Nationals was that
of cost. The money is quite rightly con
sidered to be better Spellt keeping the sport
alive in 2nd T.A.F. for the airmen for whom
it is chiefly iDtended, especially when
finances are so precarious. Herr Fricker,
presid.ent of the local GermaneJub, looked
forward to continued and even closer co
operation.
Operational Notes.

Oldenburg's Weihe was fitted with an
Irving tQtal-energy venturi, and all
BrUggen's aircraft with Temple-type ones.
The latter's Meise and Minimoa also had
flush nose-pitots.

The most interesting aspect of the com- Prizewinners in the 2Jld T.A.F. contests:
petitions was Briiggen's pioneering use of (back L.B) SI'cI. G. Kirby (Geilenkirchmj, Sgt. w.
radio. After experiments OVer the previous Cumps{on (Oldenburg), Cpl. W. Greenall (Wilden·

two months the best position for the (}::'~\.R)SACK. Merrall {Geilenkircheri), Fg.. Off.
calculated eight-foot wire aerial was found D. E. Brell {Bruggen), Fit. Lt. J. P. Fabeseh (Bruggeli),
to be und!;r the keel, stretched between the Fir. L/. J. A. Abboll'(Bruggen).
main and tail skids. No damage was ever Photograph by K. M. CROWSON.

caused to it by landings on grass or plough. Condusioo.
Similar aerials were mounted horizontally The 1955.competitions wete undoubtedly
on the roof of each retrieving vehic.le, which the most successful of recent years, due
also carried ten-foot vertical folding aerials mainly to the interest and variety of tasks
for extreme-range work. Each aircraft set and ideal weather. Some idea of the
was installed immediately behind thil seat conditions can be gained from the fact that
and together with b~ttery (change4 daily 53 Silver heights, 26 distances, and 11
after a long flight) weighed 30100. durations were flown. Five Silver Cs were

Tble e'ltra weight was well worth while, completed. There were 393 competiti·on
quite 'apart from the improved penetration launches, giving 238 hrs. 2 mins., and over
it gave, Each aircraft with its vehicle the whole period 667 launches giving
operated On a different frequency. Pilots 289 hrs. 59 mins.
often sent waggons on their way before they We were v'ery grateful to Warrant Officer
themselves left, to give them a chance to Crowson and his staff for sUffering us. so
negotiate the very bad roads in the vicinity. gladly and making it possible to revisit the
If contact was temporarily lost, touch could old haunt, and to the German clubs fQr
often be maintained via Base Ops. who, with their co-operation. Special mention must
an identical set, monitored all channels, a'lso be made of the til'eless, uncomplaining
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4451

Points
) 1382
8857
5425

efforts of those unsung heroes-the com
petition staff and team crews.

ResuJts and Tropbies
Team

R.AF. BrUggen (Challenge Shield)
R.A.F. Geilenkirchen
R.A.F.Oldenburg
"Wasylwild" (RA.F. Wahn, Sylt

and Wildenwrath)
"Hamersloh" (R.AF. Glitersloh

and R.E. Ramcln) 1853
Class A Trophy: FIt. Lt. J. P. Fabesch

(Brliggen), average 1,000 points. Runner-
up: Sgt. G. Kirby (Geilenkirchen), av.
1,000 pts. (decided by special contest).

Class B Trophy: Fg. Off. D. E. Brett
(BrOggen), av. 667 pts. Runner-up: Cpl.
B. J. Woodman (Oldenburg), av. 667 pts.
(decided by special contest).

Class C Trophy: SAC K. Merrall
(Geilenkirchen), av. 667 pts. Runner-up:
FIt. Lt. J. A. Abbott (BrUggen), av. 564
points.

Prize for the most outstanding per form-

ance: FIt. Lt. J. A. Abbott (Briiggen):
176 km. in Grunau on June 2nd.

Prizes for most outstanding performance
in eacb Class:

A.-Sgt. G. Kirby (Geilenkirchen), 213
km., Jone 3rd.

B.-CoL W. Greenall (Wildenwrath)
consistently good performance with
inferior type sailplane.

C.-SAC K. Merrall (Geilenkirchen),
consistently good performance.

Gliding Efficiency Trophy: R.A.F.
Oldenburg. Awarded annually to the club
which has made the best efforts to promote
and popularise the sport of gliding and
soaring, particularly amongst non-flying
personnel. During the past year tbe
Oldenburg Club has had a most successful
year's flying, and although no officer of
R.Af. Oldenburg takes and active interest
in gliding, the airmen members of the Club,
particularly Sgt. vy. Cumpston, have OVer
come many difficulties to keep their Club in
being.

BOOK REVIEWS
The Sky my Kingdom: by HANNA REITSCH. Published by The

Bodley Head, London, 1955. Price 12s. 6d.

I FIRST met Hanna at the International Gliding Cbampionships held in 1937 at the
Wasserkuppe, and later, when she came to England, she spent a few days at h.ome With

us. Her reputation amongst gliding folk of all countries was by then immense, and one was
immediately attracted by her small birdlike person and personality, her obvious courage and
her enthusiasm for the air, which was clearly an integral part of her make·u) and in no way
founded on the desire for personal publicity which is by no means absent m such people.

Then came the war, and immediately after the defeat of Germany I was one of a
party (Fred Slingsby was another) sent over to investigate what technical developments had
taken place there during the war in the field of motorless aircraft.

Amongst other of our pre-war gliding acquaintances, 1 was particularly anxious to
find Hans Jacobs, who I still think of as the most brilliant sailplane designer the world has
so far seen; in addition be was to my mind one of the ni~t men r had known, and certainly
in no way sympathetic to the National Socialist outlook. At l£I1gth we rail. him to ground
in a small wooden house near Darmstadt, where he and his wife had at length come to rest
after the final downfall.

Whilst his wife went to make us a cup of tea, I started questioning Jacobs as gently
as I could; he ofcourse was suffering from the general state ofcollapse and despair prevalent.
Suddenly he asked me if f knew anything of the fate of Hanna Reitsch. I was able to tell
him that she was alive and well, a prisoner in American hands.

As I said this, for tbe first time he cheered up a little, his face seemed to flush with
excitement. and he uttered a great cry to his wife in the next room: "Hanna [ebt!"

1 realised then with absolute certainty that this man, who had been involved in the
war on the wrong side, but who was certainly as innocent a.t heart as anyone could be after
being engulfed in such a complicated devilry, really loved Hanna for what she was.

And now she has written this book, which is a fearful story of how a human being
possessing various 0l,11standing qualities. can be caught up and used to ~urther the interests
of terrible and wicked people. The writer of an autobiography always starts off under a
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disadvantage; the reader suspects that he or she will omit faults and exaggerate virtues, and
rationalise actions in retrospect as springing from admirable motives. In spite of that, I
finished the book with a feeling that Hanna had given us a picture of herself as honestly as
she was able.

She emerges as a freak, of course, but one to 'be admired and pitied. A woman with
all her instincts sublimated into a passion for the air, and for flying; with indomitable,
well-nigh unbelievable courage; with a blind loyalty for "her side"; and far too simple a
character to penetrate the tortuous miasma which Nazism threw around the minds of her
and her people.

When as a girl she cycled to the Galgenberg in a fervour of enthusiasm for her first
ground·slide in a Primary glider, she in fact put the tips of her fingers into the remorseless
and gigantic machine of fate which in 1945 brought her through the smoke and flames of
burning Berlin into Hitler's FUluerbunker, and a little later to the seven graves at Salzburg,
where her famiJy had committed suicide before tme arrival of the invading Russian army.

This is an extraordinary book-it is sad to have to say that the writing is not equal
to the story itself, but it would be too mw:;h to expeGt that it could be. If a Brickhill could
have been found to write it for her, Manna would have ranked with Bader ,as one of tbe
heroic figures of the century. But the writing is adeql,rate, and the book should not be
missed. It was Hanna's blind loyalty and simplicity of mind and character which put 'her
extraordinary and admirable qualities at the service of evil. God save any of us from SUGh a
fate again. PHILIP WILL~.

Great Airmen: byWingComrnanderNoRMAN MACMILLAN. Published
by G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., London, 1955. Price 12s. 6d.

EACH of the 20 chaptets in this book gives a cond,ensed history of the flying career of
, some airman who has made notable 'contributions to aviation progress. They are

arranged more or less in chronological order except, curiously, the first one, "Heading for
Space Flight", which must have been tmnsferred from the opposite end of the book 'to help
it to sell.

In this first chapter, rocket·driven aeropla.nes ascend to over 90,000 ft. and then gl ide
down at 275 m.p.h. 'to a spot-landing on a dry lake, touching down at 180 m.p.h. This is
such a difficult feat, especially for a power pilot, that two Sabres had 'to fly alongside and
"helped to talk him down at the best approach angle for a successful dead-stick landing on
the huge lake-bed, whose appearance of depth assumed false 'Values after flight at great
height".

Philip Wilts is t.he subject <ofChap~r 14, and the highlights of his soaring life are well
selected and accurately described. Like other chapters, it is 'a recital of facts.; the author
does not obtrude his own personality, a fa.ct which may disappoint readers of his early
inspiring book "Into the Blue". But the bare facts of aU these pilots' careers are fascinating
enough to reward the reader for his outlay. A.E.S.

Studies fo.r Student Pilots: by MICBAEL. ROYCE. Published by Pitman,
London, 1955. Price 25s.

THrs book is mainly about power flying, but anyone who studies it will find it is packed
with information of great value to a glider pilot, specially one who considers himself

knowledgeable in all matters to do with flying. It is divided into five sections: Meteorology
-Theory of Flight. and Airframes-Navigation-Instruments-Piston-type Aero Engines;
even the chapter on aero engines should be read by a glider piJot who ~uns a car and takes
an interest in its welfare.

If you an~ an intending. ~ower pilot holding a Student Pilot's Lincence, and hoping to get
your Private Pilot's Licence, thjs book is tne complete answer. The price is high, but if you
do not buy it you would almost certainly have to buy three or four other books in order to
cover the same ground, which might well Gost you more ,in the end. Futtherrnore it is so
compact, even with its 280 pages and 150 diagrams, that it can be carried in the pocket.
This is achieved partly by its being written with a careful economy of words, almost as
"notes" Cor a lecture, tbough as such they would be very comprehensive notes.

The system of numbering the paragraphs is good, and makes for easy reference in
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the text; but 1 was worried, and momentarily baffled, by several mistakes in references to
diagrams, and to page numbers in the index. For instance on page 137 the text refers to
Fig. 95b, but in fact this figure has nothing to do with the subject in question; a similar
mistake is to be found in the text referring to Fig. 79.

Being an inquisitive glider pilot, I had not been handling the book for long before I
turned to the index to see what the author had to say about thermals. Here 1 found a most
satisfactory item: "Thermal, centring on a, p. 264." But on turning to page 264 1 found a
careful explanation of boost for the engine. Unfortunately the glider pilot's boost, although
admittedJ.y to be found in a thermal, cannot be turned on by a manual control! Actually
Ihis subject is dealt with on page 270, bUl in the beginning there is no indication that the
author is explaining' how to fly a glider, rather than a powered aircraft. On page 271, with
reference to the altimeter, he says: " ..... it is one of flying's greatest satisfactions to see it
winding up." Surely this should have read: " .... it is one of gliding's greatest satisfactions
...." This would indeed be true.

In conclusion, I am sure the author will forgive me for making these minor com
plaints; they do at least show that I could not find anything more serious to criticise.
Michael Royce is a man whose love of the air and flying, in all its forms, is inborn, stimulat
ing, and highly infectious; a sort of aerial myxomatosis, which attacks all "rabbits".
Whatever may be the age, sex (!), or ability of his pupils, he conveys to all of them his
tremendous enthusiasm. His contribution to the gliding movement has been considerable,
and all who take a real interest in either power flying or gliding should read this book.

A. F. GOTCH.

Up and Down
Flying Wing Trophy on preqpltating clouds (Jan. 26), rain

M. Charles Fauvel, designer of tne formation and rainmalUng (Feb. 2), snow
AY-36, has founded a challenge cup for formation (Feb. 9), hail formation (Feb.
international competition, to be awarded 16); Dr. R, S. Scorer on mountain waves
annually for the longest flight each year in and clear-air turbulence (Feb. 23 and
an AY-36 on either a straight or triangular March 0; Dr. Goody on upper air rocket
course. The longest flight known in 1955, research (March 15 and 22) and the
so far, is one of 192 kilometres by L. meteorology of Mars (March 29).
Saucede in Algeria; the four next longest • • •
were made in Canada. Gliding Newspaper

• " * • Manchester Daily Dispatch, which ceased
internal Lift independent· existence in November to

Dr. Alexander Lippisch, designer of a become merged with the News Chronicle,
famous series of gliders from the Zogling has done much to foster British gliding since
and PriifIing to the Professor, Wien and Terence Horsley, then its correspondent,
Fafnir, is now in the United States and has went up as a passenger in the first "evening
turned from the utilization of external lift thermal" to be discovered in Britain at
to the design of a sort of "flying fuselage CamphiIlinl936.TheDispatdlthenoffereda
with an internal lift-inducing propulsion £100 prize for the first flight from CamphiIl
system, able to ascend vertically without the to Blackpool, which was only won last year
use of propellers." by L. R. Robertson, and sponsored the entry

• * • • of a Falcon III in the International Contest
Meteorological I,.ectures of 1947 in Germany. Later, when Lord

A series of 12 lectures on "Recent Kemsley acquired it, the Kemsley Flying
Developments in Meteorology" is being Trust was founded andho~ in its offi~es.

held on Thursdays from January 12th to • • • *
March 29th inclusive, at the Meteorological Gliders for China
Department of Imperial College, Huxley After the presentation of two gliders
Building (opposite the Science Museum in from Poland to China last summer, a party
Exhibition Road, South Kensington), each of Chinese gliding instructors went to
starting at 6.30 p.m. The fee is 2s. per single Poland and completed a course of training
lecture or 15s. for the COurse. in November. Polish blue-prints are now

Forthcoming lectures are: F. H. Ludlam being supplied to a Chinese glider factory.
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"ORPHEUS"
A" O.,t-of-tl'is-morld Trailer

by Ken
Introduction

The following design study is submitted
as an entry in the SAILPLANE AND GLIDING
trailer competition. This design incorpor
ates considerable practical experience, and
represents the culmination of the series .of
fourteen trailers built by the Cambridge
University Gliding Club since the war.
Two of these trailers still exist.

The designer wishes to express his
indebtedness to Mr. M. Neale, of the
Imperial CQllege Gliding Club, whose
specification in the December issue of
SAILPlAI'E AND GLIDING proved a constant
SQurce of inspiration, and also to Mr. David
Carrow and Mrs. Barbara Carrow for

Machin
The specification calls for a device to

catch mud; while the designer is not clear
what this mud is wanted for, he has made
provision to meet this requirement as
follows. A set of deflector vanes are fitted,
which cause a str-eam of air to impinge ·on
the wheels, thus ·carrying the J:nud into a
forward-facing "catcher". A blower is
provided for use wben the trn,iler is station
.ary. The spare mud (see specification) is
carried in a stowage on the roof.

There is a reversing lock, operated by .the
same key as the trailer doors (see below).
The hand lever and ratchet for parking
purposes has a pointed lower extremity;' it
may be driven into tarmac of soft concrete,

--..

and the trailer attached to it by me.ans of a
~hain.

The trailer is covered by a durabl'e and
weatherproof Third-Party InsuraucePolicy.
The doors may be fixed in an Optm position
by applying an oxy-acetylene torch to the
hinges. They will not thereafter close, but
tile specification does not require this. Both
doors may be Operated by tbe same key,
which is therefore 29 feet long. The doors
are mounted on the port side, so that only
in exceptional .circumstances do they
increase the width of the trailer on the
starboard side. (For Continental use the
towbar can be attached at the opposite end
of the trailer.)

The trailer is turned on its side for loadiog
(Fig. I), thus eliminating the need for
jacking arrangements, however simple,
robust and accessible.

The trailer is fitted with lights and
reflectors.. The position and size of the
lights, and the briglltness of t'he reflectors,
comply with the Road Traffic Acts..
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helpful discussions, and for preparing the
workman-like detail sketches. The complete
trailer can, of course, be drawn by any car.
General

In order to give the greatest possible
opportunity for original fumbles, the trailer,
like the specification, has been left as open
as possible, and only those items con
sidered to be vital have been included.
Summary

The trailer is designed to carry an
Olym.pia, Skylark If, Skylark 1Il, K-I,
Kranich or five AV-3'6s.

To ensure minimum size it is recom
mended that the construction of the trailer
be put in the hands of a reliable firm of
contractors.

The desirable unladen weight of the
trailer is 6 cwt., but it does in fact weigh
7J cwt.

The wheels are! 3 in. to 14 in., fitted with
5.00 to 5.50 tubeless tyres (14 in. and 5.50 at
the. beginning of aF\Y retrieve; 13 in. and
5.00 at the end).



Since the overall width does not exceed
six feet,· the special streamlined sidelights
with sloping fronts to deflect hedges, called
for in the specification, are not fitted. Thus
the expense (£12 1'7s. 6d. per pair) of this
item is saved.

When the trailer is electrically connected
to the towing vehicle, the resulting spark is
utilised to ignite the Calor Gas interior
illumination.

FIG. 3
fittings are illustrated in Fig. 2. No explan
ation Qftheir purpose is necessary, and their
approximate positions are variable. One
precaution, however, is essential when
loading American sailplanes; the keepers
(inset to Fig. 2) must be applied to the
fittings to avoid confusion.

The total material costs are estimated at
£97; the immaterial costs have so far defied
estimation.
Conclusion

The above SummalY demonstrates the
extreme flexibility of tbe design (and of the
trailer-see Fig. 3). It is hoped that the
judges will give credit for the construction
of the trailer, as at the moment the
designer's bank manager will not.

FU~EL~GE

F""ITTING

WING-~OO"

FIT"INO

TA.ILPLANE

FITTINC;;

1---::1
I i 0 I
I t 0 I
I I<f:EPE~S I
L ~

FIG. 2
As specified, a 3-pin 5-amp. round pin

rubber plug (total, 15 amps.) is fitted; this
carries stop and tail lights, the flashing
indicators being operated by a radio link.
A hydrogen balloon is securely attached to
the cable, which when disconnected rises
to a vertical position, so that the trailer
cannot be rested on it.

The tow-bar is fabricated from multiply
vulcanised synthetic rubber, thus allowing
a relative angle of 80° to the average car
(i.e. the trailer nearly vertical), and with
certain types of car as much as 3500 (the
"jack-knife" case).

The simple, functional and reliable

$ Except, of course, for the tailplane,
when carried.



The take-offparking area aT La Fend: in The
foreground a BregueT 901 and Breguet

"Lavisette" prototype.

,
A FORTNIGHT AT LA FERTE

by Philip Goskell

I ARRIVED at La Ferte-A1ais on August circuits. In the COll/'S mixte the pupil first
Bank Holiday with 97 hours in my log does seven hours dual in a powered aircraft

book, hoping that J might be allowe-d to to learn the elementary evo!utions, and then
attempt a 3()()'kilometre cross-country. The goes on to a two-seater glider, from which
site, which is about 25 miles south of Paris, he can expect to go solo after some 80 trips.
turned out to be an airstrip on some high The instructors insist on precision at all
ground, with hangars, a bunkhouse, a wet stages, particularly when circling; they
canteen and nowhere to wash except a rain- point out that circles in a thermal cannot be
water cistern. There were some t.wenty truly circular unless the ball is always in the
gliders, including three Breguets, three Air middle and the angle of bank and airspeed
loo's, a Milan (Weihe), a Kranich U, tWQ are kept as constant as the ,thermal will
Nord 2000's (Olympias) and three training allow; and that, if they are not circular, time
two-seaters, the rest being intermediate and height will be lost recentering. (I would
single-seaters. suggest that in England, although we

I was given a dual check by the C.FJ., generally keep ball and airspeed where they
Monsieur Lepanse, as a result of which I should be, not enough attention is paid to
had to agree with him that my flying lacked constant angle of bank.)
precision. In parlicular, on tow 1 let Ihe
Caudron 801 wallow about like a skittish
elephant; in thermals my angle of bank did
not remain constant; and my approach
lacked the finesse that only practice can give
to a series of very low S-tums followed by a
down-wind landing. 1 was put on the two
seater list, and my hopes of doing a cross
country began to fade; nor was I cheered to
learn that another Englishman, who had
done 160 hours at his o,wn club, had been
kept on the two-seater at La Ferte for a
whole fortnight.

As it turned out, however, my luck was
not so far out as r thought, for in five dual
soaring flights from aero-tow, and six winch
launches learning the S-turn approach, my
flying received some much-needed polish
which was to stand me in good stead later;
and 1 was able, moreover, to observe the These very high standards are, of course,
French technique of instruction at first chiefly made possible by the large financial
hand. subsidy and the excellent thermal weather

The three instructors at La Ferte, which the French clubs enjoy, But,
Messieurs Lepanse, Pechaud and Landon, although the average English pupil could
are all professionals who have been army not as a ruleatford to have 1:20 circuits
or navy pilots, and then passed a stiff before going solo, and although English
gliding instructors' course; they are, besides, clubs have not the facilities to give a pupil-
fine soaring pilots, especially Lepanse, who as this French club does-six dual circuits
is in the international cl<\SS. Ab-initio in a row without getting him out of the two-
courses are of two sorts. In the standard seater, yet we could prolect our pupils from
Course the average pupil does 100 to 120 the results of insufficient training by insist-
dual trips, mostly circuits from the winch ing on further dual instruction wben they
but including several soaring flights from approach the Silver C stage. We could
aeTo-tow, and then goes solo on the "radio- scarcely hope, what with the weather and
Grunau", a NOTd 1300 equipped with a the cost of aero-tows, to give everyone
Short-wave receiver through which the instruction in thermal soaring; but we
instructor talks the pupil round his first few could, by polishing up circling technique,
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Whatever the direction of the wind, aero
IOW launches always run from A to B, and
glider landings after tow from B to A. This
ensures that little time is wasted pushing
gliders about, and that everyone learns to
land in all wind oonditions; but a certain

give everyone a better chance of making
good use of thermal conditions when thev
meet them on their own. -

Dual instruction is paid for by time, and
works out (for the French) at about 2s. 6<1.
a winch launch. Solo soaring, however, is
paid for simply by a large annual sub
scription and a small charge for aero-tows
with no charge for time. The average club
member at La Ferte does 80 hours soaring
per year, which, if we include the normal
amount of siages (the French equivalent of
our camps) and the cost of retrieve from
cross-countries IOtalling 300 km., will cost
him about £40, or 10s. an hour inclusive.
If he does more flying, however-and a
number of members each did over 100 hours
last year, the maximum being 185 hours
it will not ,cost him much more, and the cost
per hour may work out at little more than
6s. Foreigners pay rather more; but the
cost of a fortnight at La Fenc, including
entrance fee, slage subscriptions, board and
lodging, the cost of a retrieve from a 300
km. cross-country, and as many. hours
flying as the weather will allow, works out
at about £.25, plus dual instruction (if any)
at £2 10s. per hour and aero-tows in excess
offive per week at IOs. a time. It is possible,
therefore, to do 25-30 hours flying at about
£1 per hour inclusive.

If I have given the impression that La
Ferte-AJais is a glider pilot's elysium, where
no work is done and about which no adverse
word may be said, I should add that every
one works very hard in a flying day lasting
from 8.0 a.m. 10 8.0 p.m., and that there are
some things they do that I found perfectly
hair-raising. The launching and landing
conventions, for instance. Here is a plan of
the airstrip:

The lake-off parking area al La Fer/i,
showing Air 100 sailplanes and a Storeh tug.

amount of confusion is inevitable. Then
there is the S-tuTn approach; I had never
tried it before, but J was soon convinced
that it is dangerous when more than one
glider is on the approach at a. time. Finally,
there is the alarming cuslOm that the gliders
(and parachutes) are never D.I.'d. One of
the arguments used by the French in
support of this practice is that the machines
are always going away, when they get de
rigged, and then inspected during the
subsequent rigging. But this does not apply
to the intermediate gliders, which might
(one feels uneasily, as one is hustled into the
cockpit, the tug panting at the other end of
the cable) have had an unreported heavy
landing last time at the other end of tbe
strip; and although one may resolve always
to inspect a machine before flying it, it is
not always easy to do so.

After three days of dual, I went solo on
the Emouchet. Then J was· promoted to the
Castel 310P, on a day of almost cloudless
themlals. Determined 10 show the French
that J could fly, really, J stayed up for seven
hours, and was rewarded by promotion to
the ord 2000, an Olympia in shape though
not in penetration. On the eighth day of my
stay the C.F.!. asked me if J would like to
try a cross-country, though perhaps
"asked" is the wrong word; what he
actually said was "Would you be ready to
start on a goal flight 10 Clermont.Ferrand
airfield in an hour's time", and J doubt if
there was a question-mark at the end of his
sentence.

Dazed and delighted, I rushed ofr to sort
out my R.A.F. half-million maps, sweaters,
sun-glasses, chocolate and Kwells.
Clemlont, I found, was 315 km. away to the
sOllth; a,nd, since I was to fly a tired old

A"'\D
HANGARS

LA FE:RT£ AIRSTRIPI
B
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Nord 2000 that had no blind-flying in
struments, and as I had ho previous cross
country experience, but for doing 45 miles
for my Silver C two years before, I thought
that my chances of getting there were pretty
thin.

Still in rather a whirl, I was towed off at
10.47 local time under a sky of four-eighths
cumulus, and released in what I thought was
a thermal but which in fact was not. I flew
back to the strip and circled as delicately as
possible in no sink at 300-400 ft. Here; the
training began to payoff, for without it I
should proba'bly have landed and wasted
half an hour g~tting another tow; as it was,
I was able to hang on for ten minutes until
a thermal arrived and took me up at 6 f.p.s.
to cloud base, then at 4,500 ft. a.s.1. I
crossed my fingers and set off downwind at
60 m.p.h. Twenty km. away I was wishing
I had stayed at La Ferte, for the clouds
seemed to have oath·ing under them but
feeble patches of no sink. I wasted twenty
minutes here before finding a thermal good
enough to take me on my way. From this
point to the Loire (from 25 to 100 km.) the
lift improved to 3-6 Lp.s. and I was able to
keep between 3,500 ft. a.s.1. and cloudbase,
now at 5,000 ft. a.s.1. I continued to fly
between thermals at 60 m.p.h. unless they
were very weak, since the machine seemed
to penetrate quite well up to that speed,
whereas the rate of sink increased alarm
ingly if I flew any faster.

A Castel 3/0-P about to be towed off at La
FerN!: with Breguet 900 on left alld Kranich

Jl on right.

After crossing the rivet, and for most of
the next 100 km., the clouds were less active;
they spread out in limpid grey patches, their
bases down to 4,500 ft. a.s.l., w,ith rare
thermals of 3 f.}l.s., or less, underneath
them. I was soon dm.n to 1,000 ft. above

some frighteningly small fields, wishing
once more that I had never started. This
may have been the dead point in the cycle
of cloud formation; or it may have been an
effect of the great river, for another pilol
crossing to its downwind side elsewhere on
tbe same day reported similarly adverse
conditions, and I was told later at La Ferte
that it was a phenomenon they had experi
enced before in the same place.

A punmt's-eye view of the airstrip 01 La
Ferte. The tug landing strip is on the left.

Photographs loaned by M. Lepal1se

As I struggled on from cloud to cloud I
was comforted to find that the navigation
was proving much easier than I had
anticipated. The Loire and the AlIicr were
splendid landmarks and occasionally there
were woods with odd-shaped lakes in them
which were clearly recognisable. With these
aids, railways and towns were easily fitted
into the pattern, and I always knew where
I was.

Soon after passing the 200 km. mark,
conditions improved. Although the clouds
did not look much better than they had
done in the bad patch, thermaIs were much
mOre frequent, and often as good as 9 f.p.s.
Further, although the hills below were
rising to over 1,500 ft. a.s.l., c10udbase was
going up too. I was able to cover the last
100 km. in under an hour and a half,
staying mostly at about 6,000 fl. a.s.1.

I saw what I hoped was my airfield while
I was still some way off. but to be on the
safe side I maintained height umiI I arrived
overhead at 6,500 a.s.l., when I did some
very careful map-reading in orcler to be
certain that it was in fact Clermont. It was,
and as I opened the brakes to spiral dowm,
I saw an Air 100 la,nd below me; this was
Jacqueline Bouillon. who had started from
La Ferte half an hour before me. I touched
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down at 4.29 p.ol., and ten minutes later
francine Abadie, the nineteen-year-old
French lady champion, landed in the red
Breguet 900, having abandoned (on account
of a faulty watch) her attempt for a 500 km.
goal. With a diamond-stUdded gal on each
side of me I settled down to a happy
evening improving my French in the bar of
the airport hotel.

I had covered \96 miles in S hrs. 42 mins.,
at an average speed of 34.4 m.p.h. The
wind, 10 knots at La Ferte, had almost
completely dropped at Clennont, so that
my still-air speed may have been just under
30 m.p.h. It had been a good cross-country
day; four gliders set out from La Ferte for
Clermont, and two got there; three others
,attempted 500 km. goals, and, although
none of them succeeded. one did 480 km.

The weather deteriorated at La Ferte the
following week, but I was able to have a
couple of soaring flights in the Air 100, the
most delightful glider that I have ever
flown ("planeur tres c1assique", as the
French point out); and one in the Milan, the
French-built Weihe, which climbs very fast,
but which is as heavy and lumpish to fly as
the Air 100 is light and delicate.

Back: in England after my holiday, gliding
friends would ask if I'd done any flying this

M. upanJe, Il'hohas flown in World
Championships, in the Breguet 90/ at La

Ferte.
summer, and I would intimate that I'd got
half my Gold C and a Diamond for goal.
"\ say. that's pretty hot stuff. Where?"
"In France, actually."-"Oh, in FI·ance. I
thought you meant a real Gold C," I could
only say that they had better go to La Ferte
and try it themselves; and I was able to add
that, if they did, they would at any nue get
a wonderful holiday, with cheap flying,
admirable food and drink, and the encour
agemelllof the friendliness and singleness
of purpose tbatcharacterises gliding people
everywhere.

THIS GLIDING

........

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Lasham Aerodrome

Nt. Alton, Hants.
HERRtARD 070

Ab initio training on T2Ib Two-Seaters with
experienced qualified instructors.

Subscription £6.6.0. p.a. Entrance £4.4.0
Training Flights 3/0 each
Sailplanes 15/0 per hour.

Aa'OciatC' Members (No enuanoe) [1.1.0. p.•.
\'V'intet Courses : ab initio, and conversion to

Olympia for 'B' pilots.
DnlIi/s r.-- S-.lll1Y

Imagination Takes Flight
"One likes to imagine the curious types

in the Ministry of Agriculture and Fis.heries
gQing home at week-ends to grow things
and catch fish.. To imagine the people at the
Air Ministry gliding involves a greater
stretch of the imagination.. ."-Aeronall1ics

........
A SPIN?

.. Drifting to the south of Norwich, he (a
glider pilot) was unable to gain enough speed
to keep airborne and, after circling, landed
at Burlingham. . ."-Eastern Daily Press.
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Mr, Punch on Bli7.zardry
"Last week's headline 'Nine Trapped in

Blizzard' was fine and seasonable. More
than four million breakfasters, reaching for
another piece of hot toast, read with relish
of the glider pilots 'trapped by snow' on the
top of a Shropshire hill, whipped by
'howling blizzards,' their path to safety
'blocked by six-foot drifts piled up by the
~ales: After reading on below the useful
map, however, breakfasters found that the
imperilled party was not actually clinging
bY' its teeth to an exposed col, but 'warm
and snug' in its Midland Gliding Club club
house, with 'phone, radio and bar.' They
turned sullen and abrupt, and banged out
to brave the bus-queues, the traffic, the sleet,
the ice-patch, the smog."-Punch.



Round Tour in Waves
by R. H. Prestwich

O N Saturday, October 8th, I had no plan
at all, merely being content to fly

around. However, I had a map in the
cockpit, the oxygen was on-in tact, all was
set for great things, if I so desired.

It certainly looked wavy, and although
most aircraft were at 800 ft. above the hill,
Ted Stark in Bluc-O was reputed to have
disappeared near the Stiperstones. After
bungeying I headed for the north end and
luckily flew straight into 7-8 ft. sec. up, at
2,500 fL a.s.1. Heading steadily northward,
I climbed through a hole in the strato
cumulus into brilliant sunshine. OOlldcover
was almost complete with a few clear holes
indicating waves. Two of them downwind
looked interesting, so, abandoning thoughts
of lunch, I flew north-east at 70 knots to
have a look at Shrewsbury. As I have seen
it before on numerous occasions, I turned
rOltnd when three miles south and had a
look round. During the previous few
minutes I had been slowly levering my sun
glasses and handkerchief out of a trouser
pocket. Finally they were all out, one glass
cracked, the handkerchiet torn and the pilot
choking and in knots! However I could
now look dead into the sun. Over the Black

P..H PRE:STWICH.S.S.5S SH~~W3BV'''''
ROUTE. OF WAVE TOlJR
o SC'AL.£~ MI~£.S '9 'AUIH"~

w~LShrooL .""..Jfl.....y

PO"lION OF
W/W{ CLOUO~

~

Mountains were some glorious waves like
great poached eggs. If I pressed on, I would
be there in an hour and a bit.

I fairly hared off along my wave, changed
for another over Wenlock Edge and arrived
over IotaI coveT at 6,000 ft. a.s.l. A little
gap in the clouds revealed Ludlow a mile or
two westwards. Directly south of me
conditions were poor, but there was Quite a
hopeful little string of waves in a west
south-westerly direction, although the holes
were almost filled up with wisps of strato
cumulus.

J put the speed up to 75 knots and flew
for them. Nothing happened over the first
one., so I kept on, dog-legged along the
second one, then again along the third one.
Supersonics meanwhile had reduced the
height to 3,200 ft. a.s.1. and I just brushed
the top of the third wave before catching
the lift of 5 ft./sec. A gap in the clouds
showed a single-track railway with a river,
running through a valley, giving me a
definite fix. I also noticed on tap of a hill a
most well-defined old camp, with two
circular mounds round it; anyone interested
please contact.

Lift became poor, so again I flew forward,
through the cloud this time, until I found
8 ft./sec. lift just north of New Radnor.
This did healthy things to the altimeter and
I climbed quickly back to 5,000 ft. a.s.1.

For almost It hours I had been so intent
on speed that I hadn't really been watching
the weather. The wave systems were dying,
and the amount of cloud was decreasing
fast. However, I flew forward once more
until I was about four miles east of Llan-

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION LTD.
....do Airfield. Mllnathort. Klnross-shlre

Ab·in.itio .,.inint. et ••'-'do Airfillld
HiD Soaring at Bishophill. Klnf'OU

10 Club Aircraft includ.in-g t""'O""J"'"
Exc.lI.nt cot.,ing and Oormitory Facititi••

~"""" HolidlY Course, of M".n d." dur.tion
afl h.ld lach 'I"'. Beginners and others are welcome

luburlptl_ 13·3·0 Intry 'ee 11·l·0
Laurte-h•• 3'· Soarl", 1"· per h .....

Aorot_s l5'· to ~.OOO ft.
Wrir. to the Secr.tary for furf"., _......
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drindod Wells, and took another look.
Definitely there was only one move left:
"Home, James"-and fast. The wave
~hind me was still good, so I flew north
wards for a time along it, then turned down
wind again just north of Clun.

Another wave presented itself, aJbeit
looking a little tattered. I started to soar
along it when I realised that 1 didn't need
allY more heiglu, as 1 still had 3,000 ft. in
hand. This time the nose was well down,
and in no time at all the clubhouse was
700 ft. below me. 1 went straight in and
landed after being airborne nearly 2:} hours.
I had come back from Llandrindod Wells
in just over 20 minutes, losing 2,900 ft. on
the way for a distance of 24 miles.

Cross-country flying on waves evidently
can be an extremely rapid process. On thjs
flight 1 only did one beat along a wave, and
that was Over the Stiperstones. In all the
other waves I flew steadily at about 55 knots
along them, and 70-75 knots when flying
into wind. It eVidently must pay to be in a
hurry! This, incidentally, is the third time
that I have tried hunting the Black
Mountains. Each time the weather has
changed during the flight.

Going upwind in waves takes quite a bit
of time. In conditions giving small waves,
perfonnance is particuJarly important, as
occasionally a wave doesn't work, necessit
ating a long upwind glide. It is peculiar the
way that some waves don't work. With
cumulus it is a question of backing your
fancy with a degree of certainty. Sometimes
an excellent-looking wave cloud isn't there
when you arrive, whilst at other times lift
appears over a flat expanse of total cover
with no wave-cloud recognizable as such.
Sometimes the wave douds have a nice top
with a definite radius ,of curvature. At other
times they look like a line of cumulus and
on these occasions the wind's horizontal
component is almost absent in the lift. My
wave from Wenlock Edge to near Cleobury
Mortimer was like this, although the hole
had filled up at its southern end. In fact,
enormous variations of wave flying are the

main attraction, like shooting for snipe and
geese at the same time.
Weather and Flight Details

Take-off at 13.00 hrs. in Skylark 11;
flying time, 2 hrs. 15 mins.; distance,
approx. 80 miles.

Winds: at 1,500 ft. a.s.I., W. 15 knots;
3,000 Ct. 3'.s.l., W.S.W. 20 knots.

Cloud base 2,600 ft. a.s.l.; cloud tops
4,000 Ct. a.s.l.; strato-cumuJus 8/8, dis
persing to 2/8. No high cloud.

Wave length: approximately 5-6 miles.
Approximate times: Long M~'nd to

Shrewsbury, 20 minutes; Shrewsbury to
near Ludlow, 30 minutes; near Ludlo\V to
near Lt Wells, 60 minutes; near L1. Wells
to Long Mynd, 20 minutes.

This is how Emmwood depicted Philip Wills
in the 'Evening Standard' series 'Sportsmen

ill the City'.

When it is playtime for Mr. Philip Wills, he
goes up in the air. He was world gliding
champion from 1952 to 1954.

When it is work-time, his interests are at sea.
He is chairman ofa City shipping firm.
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B.G.A. NEWS
Records Homologated

BRITISH NATIONAL OUT AND RETURN:
Lt. Cdr. G. A. J. Goodhart on 8.1.55,
N a rrowmi ne-Garema-N arrowm i ne,
Australia, in Olympia, 197 miles.

BRITISH NATIONAL DISTANCE AND GOAL
FLIGHT: Cdr. H. C. N. Goodhart on
19.8.55. Grand Prairie, Texas, to Amarillo
Air Terminal, in Weihe, 318.3 statute miles.

V:"ITEQ KINGDOM TWO-seATER SPEED TO
100 KM. GOAL: W. A. H. Kahn and B.
~.

Sinclair on 17.9.55, in Eagle TA2, 39.8
m.p.lL

BRITISH NATIONAL SINGLE-SEATER SPEED
OVER A-200 KM. TRIANGLE COURSE: G. H.
Stephenson, SI. Yan-Autun-Moulin-St.
Yan, France, on 28.6.55, in Olympia IV,
44.6 k.p.h. (27.7 m.p.h.).
B.G.A. Ball

This will be held on Friday, March 16th,
from 8.30 p.m. till 2 a.m. Tickets, £1 each,
may be obtained from the B.G.A. or from
Clubs. Any profit will go to the fund for
the British team in the 1956 World Cham
pionships.

SCANDINAVIA:

!\EW ZEALAND:

Bow to get "SAILPLANE AND GLIDING"
"Sailplane & Gliding" can be obtained in the U.K. al all Gliding Clubs, or
send 2/8d. for it or better still, 15s. for an Annual SUbscrpition to:-The
British Glidillg Association, Londonderry House, 19, Park Lane, London,
W.!. Back issues are also available, price 2/8d. post free. Enquiries
regarding bulk orders, 12 or more copies, at wholesale prices, should be
made to The British Gliding Association.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA: Stockists: Hearn's Hobbies, 367, Flinders Street,

Melbourne.
F. M. Dunn, c/o 51 Stapletons Road, Richmond,

Christchurch.
The Aero Club of South Africa, P.O. Box 2312,

Maritime House, Loveday Street, Johannesburg.
Maurice Pike, P.O. Box 492, Salisbury, S. Rhodesia.
Please apply direct to British Gliding Association.
Single copies 2/8d. or ISs.. annually. (50 cents or
S3.OO annually).
Hans Ellerstrom, $:t Johannesgalan 2, Malmo,

Sweden.
Green Leather Cloth Binder, taking 12 issues (% years): 155. post free from B.G.A.

Will also bind your B.G.A. PerSOOllI Pilot Logbooks.

SOUTH AFRICA:

CENlRAL AFRICA:
V.SA, CANADA &
OTHER COUNTRIES:

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dun.table Downs, Bedfordshire

T"laphon.. Dunotable 419 & lOSS
Midland Gliding Club Ltd.
THE LONG Mnm. CHURCH. STRETTON SHROPSHIRE

Off~rs site of 140 acres with soaring ridge and
permanent hangar. club ho.use. workshops, dormy

houses, licensed bar and restaurant.

Club neet includes 2 dual 2 seateB. Sky.Olymni...
Prefect, Grunau 11. and Tutors.

launching by two drum winch-ItS a-nd Aero~towing.
Link Traineor Resident Instructors and Engineers

FLYING INSTRUCTION EVERY DAY

SIX AND TWELVE DAY COURSES
(open to non·members).

enrrance Fee £6-6·0. -\nnual suhscription £6·6-0
ASSOCiate Members (No Entrance) £1. 10. Od.

SnJlIJJJtr COlfrJU-J9,6
June 9th-161h June 3och-July 7'h

Aug. 11th-18th Sept. 81h-15th

AppliC20tS should hold "B' oc 'C' cercific.uc.s, or
appropri:\tc power qualification!;.

POR FULL DETAILS, APPLY TO:-

J. \V. G. HAltNO • H HUGH Ro."o.
S"fETHWICX, 41, ST....PFS.

Ttltplxmr : SlJulb",jcl.: 094 t

Appliotions accepted from Ut Jan. 19S6, onward!'
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In spite of the Winter season in England, news from the Clubs still flows in with a
regularity which cheers the Editorial heart. Congratulations are offered to the Newcastle
Club on its 25-year record of gliding progress. Spaoe, unfortunately, does not permit the
printing of all the many items of news, but it is hoped that Club correspondents will nOI
feel that the pruning has been too severe. The reports of gliding activities in Finland, the
Middle East and Australia are welcomed. Contribu.lors sending photographs are asked to
bear in mind the necessity for strong contrasts in light and shade to ensure satisfactory
reproduction. Good wishes to all Clubs for the Soaring Season 1956.

GODFREY HARWOOD,
Club & Association News £dilvr.

OBITUARY NOTICE
The London Gliding Club has suffered a most grievous loss by the sudden death of

Mrs. Violet Turvey, who passed away in hospital on December \1 th, after a short illness.
Mrs. Turvey, the widow of the Club's patron Tom Turvey of Lockington Farm,

Totternhoe, ran the Club catering as a labour of love and was beloved by all ~mbers. The
catering grew to its present proportion from the homely teas prepared for Club members
over twenty years ago in the fine old-world lounge of the farm. Then of course we had no
Club house and our one-and-only glider was stored, de-rigged, in a bam there.

These original tea parties undoubtedly were a big factor in keeping Club members
together in those critical days of our history. DUDLEY Hlsco:'(.

Gliding Pilols on weekday evenings and,
therefore, are only 100 pleased to receive
suggestions for possible improvements or
innovations which will attract potential
members. In this connection Ihere is
probably going 10 be an Exhibition of

WESTON AIRPORT
WESTON-SUPER-MARE

PhDne WUTON·SUPIll-M....1 1700

•
Extensive spares .tocks .held
including:

~ABRIC DOPE and PAINT

PLYWOOD A.G.S. PARTS

AIRWAYSWESTERN

Keenest Price.

The Kronfeld Club

WRITING this in Dec.ember, by the time
it appears in print the first series of

Lectures will have finished and we will have
started on a further series, a list of which
appears below.

Attendances on Wednesdays have been
very good and between 50 and 60 people
have turned up {or the films or talks. The
Christmas Party held on December 21st
attracted a record crowd and at least 80
people were present at some time during the
evening.

A telephone has now been installed, the
number being TATe Gallery 8740.

The Committee are very keen that the
maximum use is made of the facilities
offered by the Club and that it is used, as
originally intended, as a Meeting place for
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Photographs put on by Members of the
Vintage Aeroplane Club in February.

All suggestions or enquiries as to mem
bership should be addressed to The Hon.
Secretary, The Kronfeld Club, Hasement,
74. Eccleston Square, S.W.1.
Lecture Programme

All lectures will commence at 8.0 p.m.
Feb. Jst "Parachuting" by FIt. Lt. Hays.

8th "World Gliding Champion
ships" by Ann Welch.

.15th "Flight Assessment by an
Amateur Pilot" by John Fricker
of "The Aeroplane".

21nd Films: "The Seamew", "Model
Flight" (Shell); "Finland Hlue
White Wings" (Finnish Air-

AUSTRALIAN NAVY

T HIS Association was formed towards the
end of 1954, and promptly set about the

task of raising money to buy equipment.
As may be seen in the photograph of the
rudd.er of the T31, the efforts were success
ful. and by the end of May this year tltis
aircraft was at the Naval Air Station at
NOWRA (100 miles South of SYDNEY)
waiting to be flown. Unfortunately, just
two days before it arrived, the Association's
Chief (and only) Instructor, Lieutenant
Commander Tony Goodnart, had to go
North to DARWIN, SINGAPORE,
HANGKOK, and various other places on
Naval duty; so that it was not till the end of
July that flying was started.

As a measure of enthusiasm for the sport
it is interesting to note that no less than 33
members joined the Association, and paid
their subscriptions, in Winter when there
was no glider to fiy.

In the four months since flying has been
under way rather over 800 flights have been
made in the T31 b, and so far eleven
members nave gon.e solo and qualified for
"A" and "H" Certificates, two of which
have managed their "C's" and one of these
recently achieved Silver "C" height.
. The aerodrome used by the Association
IS far from ideal, as the runways are the only
safe landing places; everywhere else is
either very rough or marshy and is criss
crossed with open storm drains which, in
places, are 10 feet wide and 8 feet deep. The
surrounding country is typical Australian
'bush'-which means gum tree forest with
trees 100 feet and more hig.h and so closely
packed thal there is no! any l:hance of
flitting between them.

lines); ~Handley-Page Air-
craft"; "The Comet".

29th "On Cumulus Clouds" by Dr.
Scorer, with films.

Mar. 7th "UI~fa-light Aircraft, Ancient
and Modem" by H. Hest
Devereux.

14th "The Kites, Gliders and Aero
planes of Col. S. F. Cody" with
lantern slides by G. A, Hroom
field .

21st Vickers Films: "The Super
marine" "The Viscount'" Shell
Film; '''Mediterranea~-Cape
Rally 1953"; Admiralty Film:
"Seahawks R.N.'·

28th To be announced.

The Association is about to embark on a
COl1rse for eight cadets from the RA.N.
College; these cadets have volunteered to
spend len days of their leave learning to fly,
and the Association hopes to send them all
home for Christmas with "H" badges-if
not "Cs."

On the rudder of this T.31, properly of the Royal
Australian Navy Gliding Association, appear the
names of the contributors to the fund setup for its

purc/rose,
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CAMBRIDGE

As a result of our open me~ting at the
beginning of term and of vigorous

exhortation by present club members, we
persuaded sixteen people to join the club
this la~t term and nearly all of them were
candidates for ab initio training. Un
fortunately we have been rather unfortunate
as regards weather Of late and weekday
flying has often been cancelled due to bad
visibility or low cloudbase. We can only
hope that next term will give us more of a
chance to continue training.

Despite the generally unfavourable con
ditions, a certain amount of soaring was
done in October, though mainly by the more
experienced members of the club. Roger
Austin climbed to 2,600 feet from a winch
launch on October 16th and several
members had extended circuits on that day
also. The final effort was on the last Sunday
of October when Peter Neilsen was winched
to 700 feet in the Olympia and was able to
reach 2,500 feet in. a flight lasting 45 minutes,
thus showing lIew members the shape of
things to come for them if they only
persevere.

This being the social season, we had a
large informal party at tl:e end of turn and
apart from dancing and drinking 've
persuaded Ken King to show us all his
gliding film, which brought back many
memories, and he also showed an incredibly
demoniacal film, made before the war,
about the possibilities of dropping bomts
from aeroplanes. We were atso- treated to a
fine new gliding song, sung and composed
especially for the occasion by Ken Machin
and Alex, called "Gliding in six easy
lessons". Several of the old favourites were
also given a repeat performance.

So there we are, a rather unfortunate

slowed to the nomlal winter level, and
certificates naturally fall from Silver Cs
and Cs to a steady trickle of A's and B's.
Since September we have seen 'C thermal
flights from John Ashford and "Oily"
Leach in the Prefect and 10 A's and B's by.
other club members, including three lady
members.

On Saturday, December 10th, our
Christmas Party was held for the last lime
at the LuJsgate Clubhollse, and a rousing
farewell was had by all; although no doubt
touched with a trace of sentiment for the
older club members. A. B-P.

BRISTOL

SINCE tbe last sununary the gradual
seasonal changeover has taken place;

the soaring has given way to training
circujts, aircraft mods. and commencement
of work on OUT winch and trailer projects.

Steady progress is being made at Nymps
field, our future home, although, as can be
well imagined, with such a huge task in
front of us, there seems little to show for the
labour put in to date. The barn is tidiet, the
charlock crop raked off our 80 odd acres
and a. 500 yard e'lectric fence erected to
contain the sheep at present grazing there.

John Parry-Jones (C.F.L and a member
_ of the Nympsfield Sub-Committee), li.as

worked extremely hard OD the project;
getting approval from all the Ministries
concerned, making friends with the local
farmers, surveying the site, negotiating for
a hangar, planning clubhouse layouts, etc.,
etc. The more we hear of his plans for the
full utilization of the site when flying is not
taking place, the more we feel we are share-
holders in a farm! •

Foundations for the new hangar are
under way and'a start has been made by the
club members on the removal of a large
section of stone wall adjoinjng the road
along the ridge. With' the stones removed
from the wall an entrance will be made in
the form of a large funnel to facilitate the
entry and exit of tTailers from the rather
narrow road.
, The trailer and winch projects mentioned

earlier are in various stages of construction
iil our workshop at Lulsgate-one trailer is
in a quite advanced state. This trailer, an
open frame type, has been designed to take
the T2l, which will no doubt need retrieving
from the "bottom'; occasionally, while the
other,a fully enclosed trailer, will be built
to acconunodate Olympia, Prefect, Tutor or
T31. At tne same time, the Olympia
Syndicate has started to build a closed type
traikr for tneir aircraft. A good start has
been made on the winch wnich will be a
four-wheeled trailer type; the stripped down
and greatly modified chassis of our old
Silver Ford launch car being used for the
purpose. This was to have become the
club's second winch, but a farmerJriend of
the club who has already "lent"'us a tractor
for cable' retrieves and farming work, has
also promised us other equipment which
includes a winch!

The pace of the flying at Lulsgate has now
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term as far as decent weather is concerned,
but we hope that after Christmas the clouds
will go up and the visibility lengthen out to
make every day a flying day.

n.M.S.

COVENTRY

OuR third annual dinner danc.e was held
on the 9th of December in the club

house of the Coventry Aeroplane Club.
By contrast with the previous year's
function which was held in one of the pubs
in Coventryr this arrangenlent proved very
popular ana just under a hundred tickets
were sold. The dinner was followed by the
presentation of the club trophies by Mrs.
Gregg, the wife of our chairman.

The Coventry Evening Telegraph trophy
for gliding progress went to John Quick
who in the short space of one year had taken
his hA", ".B", "C" and two legs of his
Sih'er "e", at the same time gaining
sufficient experience to warrant his appoint
ment as instructor. The Founders' Trophy
for progress by a pilot of the fairer sex was
presented to Cathy LiQuorish, and the
Jimmick trophy for the outstanding flight
of the year went to Gerry Harrison rOr his
flight in the Olympia of 5} hours early in
the year. The Chairman, Dr. Gregg, had a
surprise presentation for the C.F.!., George
Thompson. This was a three part present
ation consisting of ·two maps and a map
case in recognition of the two longest flights
of the year (Baginton to Lympne, 140 miles
and Edgehill to Honiton, 115 miles) and
also the highest flight of the year (9,300 ft.
ill a cu-nim).

The evening's entertainment included
topical skits by Jimmy loss and Michael
Hunt, who as the Western Brothers cast
liberal doses of disrespect in all directions,
and by Vic Carr and John Quick, who
bemoaned the fate of two trailer drivers
doomed to spend long hours retrieving
aspiring Gold "C" pilots while others more
fortunate than themselves hogged the
thermal~.

This social event heralds a new era in the
relationship between the Coventry ,Gliding
Club and the Coventry Aero Club: an
agreement has just been made whereby the
sup\:rb clubhouse facilities of the latter will
be available to all the members of the
Gliding Club. Ihis arrang:ement will solve
·one of our most pressing needs, namely
sanitation. and we hope there will be no
more embarrassing enCOunters in the private

washroom of the aerodrome manager. The
club hut wiJI still of course constitute the
focaJ point of all our fiying activities but
many members will appreciate the drinking
and other sociaJ facilities which will be
afforded by the Aero Club's premises.

At the time of writing, 13th December,
the year's total flying exceeds 5,200 launches
for a total flying time of 776 hours. This
means that we shall have just about doubled
the number of launches and more than
trebled the number of hours done in 1954.
This has been achieved on 104 flying days
as against 107 in 1954: it is in the soaring
days, 81 this year compared with 27 last
year, that the real difference in the climatic
conditions is shown up. Admiltedly this
latter comparison is modified by the fact
that the only soarable aircraft we had last
year was the T.21, whereas this year we h<!ve
the Tutor, Viking and Olympia as well, but
on the other hand it can be said that apart
from the time of its annual C. of A. the
T.21 is always out and about and doesn't
miss the soaring if there is any to be had..

This year has see.n our first efforts at
cross country flights of which we have done
20 for a totaJ distance covered of ),020
miles. Happy landings were made in all

THE
DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE

GLIDING CLUB
Camphill

Great Hucklow
Derbyshire

Initial training and soaring
instruction in two-seaters by
experienced qualified Instructors.

Inrenuediate and High
Performance Flying

PrivlItc 'Q'V1nen Acconllnod~u~d.

Dormitory and Can,cen Facilities .nd
comforublr Club House aCC0l111l10diHion.

Resident Steward .nd Stewardess.

Well equipped '\Vorkshop and
full-time Ground Engineer.

Writ.. for pifrtic,difr! of m.....b..r,hip to Tb..
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cases and retrieving crews, generally run by
either Vie Carr Or John Quick, did their
noble work with cheerful thoroughness.

The Niss.en hut workshop is proving of
great use and wiU prove even more so when
the heating has been laid on. John Colvin,
our active house secretary, is at the moment
installing two slow combustion stoves.

On the transport side we have had a much
needed replacement engine fitted in the
single drum winch and work is proceeding
apace on the two drum winch, which
although it has already seen service, needs
a lot of mods. before it can be accepted for
general use. The biggest job here is to
arrange a clutching system so that only one
drum need be driven at a time. Incidentally,
we use narrow, large diameter drums with
out pay-on gear; this is an easier job to
arrange, although the rather high rotational
inertia does have a detrimental effect during
cable retrieving.

It is difficult to- forecast what 1956 will

Ad.,wr,is.~menI5 with rem;llanc~ sJrould' he se'" 10
Clt~iron Press Lld., J. Cor" Sr., Lo>ldon, W.t. (REG~nr
Q677J RIIU4d.~ word. Box numbers 2SdXlrO. R~p1i~s
10 Box numlnrs should M $tnl to the IGmt Qddreu

MISCEllANEOUS

WANTED. A second-hand Olympia glider
andlor trailer. Fullest details to Box No. 2:.

WANTED. Horn Variometer preferably
30 - 0 - 30 M/S. Any reasonable price.
Reply: Rutherford, The Close, Bureot,
Abingdon.

FOR SALE

"ELEMENTARY GLIDING" by Pau
Blanchard. Have you bought your copy
yet? Fully illustrated and with .appendices
on instruments and thermal soaring. Saves
tIme in training. From your Gliding Club;
or at Ss. 3d. post free from the B.G.A. or
Thermal Equipment Ltd., 17, Hanover
Square, W.1.

SITUATIONS VACANT

GROUND ENGINErR or experienced
woodworker for glider repairs. London
Gliding Club, Dunsta.ble, Beds.
TWO-SEATER INSTRUCTOR required.
May - September inclusive. Hill site ex
perience desirable. London Glid.ing Club,
Dunstable, Beds.

bring as our plans for the future are
govemed by so many unknown quantities;
however, enthusiasm among club members
is as high as ever and many of us are pleased
to notice that we still have growing pains.

M.S.H.
CROWN AGENTS

T HERE is little flying activity to report in
this issue. Our members fly at the

Lasham Gliding Centre and take part in
the other normal activit:es ofClub life there.
The first event of the 1956 season is the
'Social Evening', held at the Crown Agents'
Office at Millbank, at which John Furlong
has kindly arranged to show a film. This
event, due on January 16th, will have taken
place before these notes appear.

J.E.G.H.
DERBYSHIRE.
& LANCASHIRE

SINCE the last notes went to press in mid
October, there have been no cross

country flights, if one exclud.es landings
made, deliberately or otherwise, in fields 'at
the buttom' within a few miles of Camphill.
(Reluctance to ask tactless questions makes
me unable to state into which category to
put the landing south of Great Hucklow
made by our chief instructor; imbued with
the true photographer's determination to
'go in close' while getting pictures of a
building on the south edge, he reached a
height from which even the Sky could not
regain the landing-field in the prevailing
north wind.)

There have been several wave days, none
very spectacular; on October 29th ratber
unusual wave conditions were experienced.
There was a strong W. wind-about 45
knots at 2,000 ft.-with a wispy low cloud
sweeping over at 700 ft., and stationary
banks of higher cloud over the west side of
the Bladwell valley and also extending East
from the soaring edge, leaving the usual
'hole' over the valley. Typical smooth wave
lift was found up to 2,500 fL (heights above
take-off) level with the top of the cloud
bank, and from the front of the majn cloud
several tall anvil-shaped towers about
500 ft. high stood up, pointing into wind.
In front of these, but not inside them, there
was extreme turbulence, periods of a minute
or less of 20 f.p.s. up followed by 20 down,
leaving an intriguing wavy trace on the
barograph record. The maximum height
reached was only 4,000 ft. A visitin.g:
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London Club pilot was caught out when the Chairman ,ever since tbe formation of the
hole was suddenly covered by low cloud, club, and was, it is believed, Chairman of
and landed safely M Linon, a few !Ti~les to 'the above mentioned Manchester gliding
,the South. club before that. We hope for a full turn-

On November 13th there was enough out of club members foT' the celebrations.
thermal activity to enable several pilots to A.H.B.
fly. in an East wind, al:rossto Mam Tor, FINLAND
four miles N.W., for SOme hill-soaring, and' '
then. using thermal, to get back upwind to GLIDING in Finland appears to be a highly
the club. On November 20th, Ernest popular sport, judging from an account
Martin in the Sky and Ken Blake in the sent in by Jussi Soini of;Helsinki. During
Skylark 11 went a couple of miles N.W. for the first half of July the Finnish Flying
some N. wind soaring on Siggett edge, Association organised a soaring contest at
finding much turbulence and poor lift. As Jamijarvi Flying school at which five of the
the Sky was approacbing to land ill the ten or more'Finnish clubs were represented.
normal field at the bottom, some cattle The weather was good and a total of 2,037
which had been grazing placidly well down- kil'ometres was flown, six pilots completing
wind of the landing area, took it into their the distance leg for their Silver "C".
heads to rush up the field, and the wingtip The contest was won by the Turku flying
of the Sky hit one just as the machine was dub, 490 points; second was the Tampere
about to, touch down. The Sky stewed
round and was extensively damaged; the
cow apparently escaped unhurt. (Moral;
although "cows usually stay stlll during the
landing"-The Soaring Pilot p.134-they
don't always.) December 4th brougbt
str-ong West wind and wave which took
Mick Kaye to 2,600 ft. That day the newly
acquired club Skylark J[ was taken up for
its first flight by Gerry Smith. ' ('. f'

The year not yet. having ended, full " •
statistics are not 'available, but a few points
nlay be of interest. So far this year we have
had 19 A and B certificates, 14 C's, five
Silver C's,. and one Gold C plus Diamond.
There are seven ladies flying solo in Tutors,
five having gone solo this year, onc last
year. and one has taken up flying again
after an interval of many years. Never
before has masculine supremacy here· faced
such a cbaUenge.

Social activities continue. Bonfire night
passed without the loss of a machine. there
was a film show on November 19th, and an
admirable Christmas Dinner and party on
December 17th. There are other events to
come, and we look forward to a notable
one on March 24th. 1956, when there is to
be a dinner and dance' at Buxton to celebrate
the 21st anniversary of the formation, by
amalgamalion, of the Derby and Lancs.
Club. (For more than a year beFore this
happelled, members of the Derby and the Miss /nkeri Siltavuori, a qualified architect,
MatlOCk gliding clubs, and the Gliding remained airborne on July 28th, 1955, for
section of the Manchester Aeronautical 9 hrs. /4 mins., the whole time in dry
Society, had in fact been flying at Camphill.) thermals, thus selling /JP a record for Finnish

Our Chairman Basil Meads has what women's duration. (Note: Duratioll records
nl'Jst be a unique record. He has been are no longer recognisee! by the F.A./.-Ed.)
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LONDON

L ASl OCtober was a good month, and the
Club flew just over 117 hours from 558

launches. The recently acquired Tiger
Moth did some five hours' aero-towing on
the first of the month, but has not been very
busy since. Certificates gained included,
Butt, Miss May Marven and Miss Duthy,
Brain, Parretl and Minns-"A" and "B";

A s announced in the last issue,. a Club is
being formed to serve enthusIasts In the

Kent and South-East London areas. We
hope in the near future to enlist the support
of the local Press, and arrange a public
meeting to elect a provisional committee.
If you live in this area, or know of any glider
pilots likely to be interested, please contact
Hugh Gardiner, of No. I, Devon Gardens,
Birchington, Kent. W.A.H.K.

Jamijlirvi gliding sire in Finland. From I. foreground ro r. background:-The school block, a
hangar, the clubhouse and technical building, rwo more Irangars, the runway through the foresr,

Jamijarvi Lake and village.

club, 450 points; third the Technical High Jussi Soini, our contributor, was a visitor
School Students' club with 424 points. to the London club at Dunstable in 1953.

Space unfortunately does not permit re- KENT
production of a most interesting account of
a Komar glider, of Polish q;mstruction and
similar to a Grunau Baby, which, flown by
Teuvo Temonen, was caught by the up
draught beneath a cu-nim and broke up in
cloud at about 10,000 feet above Tampere
airport. The pilot landed unhurt in a spmce
tree after a flight of only 17 mins. The
Kornar-is used normally only for training
and ridge soaring, and has no dive brakes or
more than basic instruments.

Jamija,rvi, the scene of the soaring
contest, is an extremely good site for
thermals as the school lies on a large gravel
ridge. On one occasion two Weihes, one
PIK-13, an Olympia, a Kranich 11 and two
PIK·5's were all airborne together and com
piled a total of 50 hours flying time. Two
flights lasted over nine hours each. Miss
Inkeri Siltavuori holds the women's Finnish
duration record-9 hrs. 14 mins.
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Ruffett, Kerzycki, Simler, Dr. Elliott and
K. Smith-"C". Ruffett is an ex-fighter
pilot who ha~ alr~dy ~hown .himself to be
quite a' pundIt wIth LlOk lraLners and has
overhauled ours very effectively, which,
considering its condition was a noble effort.

Flying was less during November,
totalling 714· hours for 278 launches, but
during the bad weather much good work
was put in on the site and buildings by Ron
Arbon and helpers aided by the loan from
another member of a concr~te mixer which
enabled new paths to be laid. The red Tutor
has been fitted with spoilers and has been
flown a lot. This mod. has turned what was
an excellent hack machine into a very handy
Club intermediate, and landings in small
fields should now be much easier and safer.
It is intended that all our Tutors will be
converted to spoilers in due €Ourse, and we
may see some more Silver "Cs" done on
them, as older members may remember that
the late Jack Hanks, did his entire Silver
"C" on one some years ago.

:During December occurred a grievous
double event, namely the death of two of
the Club's oldest friends and supporters
Capt. Lamplugh and Mrs. Violet Turvey.

P.F.

MIDLAND

FOR the most part October and November
were very quiet months at least so far

as the weather was concerned. Much
training flying was done and Gillian Vernon,
Marjorie Hobby. Peter Clay and David
Smallwood all soloed successfully.

Weather in December has proved, so
far, to be just the opposite, starting with a
sparkling day on Saturday the 3rd, with
summer strength thermals and also a
magnificent cloud street which lasted several
hours and produced lift of the 600 ft./min.
order. David Lowe did his 5 hours. The
4th was rather unique in that lift which was
absent below 300 ft. (above hill) extended to
4,000 ft. a.s.1. with a wind strength of
nil to W/IO knots. Wind in the valley was
variable but in places was south easterly,
lift could only be found in the usual hill
soaring position.

December 10th brought the long awaited
gale force westerly and four Skylark lI's
made easy work of it all, even though one
had to fly at 50 KNOTS to maintain
station and anything up to "105 KNOTS"
to get anywhere. HiJllift on this day was a
genuine 4,000 ft. a.s.1. and in the late even-

-Says

A. H. Yates
B'sc., B.Se. (Eng), A.F.R.Ae.S.

Venner lightweight silver-zinc
accumulators are installed in leading
sailplanes for driving the horizon
and directional gyro and for radio
transmi5:$iQn. They have proved
their worth in International Gliding
Championships.

VEIIEIl
ACCUMULATORS

Write for full dnuils and brochure SGtA

VENNER ACCUMULATORS LTO.,
Kin g 5 ton By ... 'P ass, New Ma Iden, Sur r e y.

Asso<:;oted CompQni~$: Ve-nner Limited.
Venner £Ie(tfonics Limited.
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year, and when the stiU summer days arrive
sO productive of thermals at the Mynd, we
hope to possess a secret weapon from
Germany to launch any TWO SEATER to
2,000 ft. downwind. OUT fleet will be the
best we have ever had, and includes a
substantial proportion of high performance
aircraft, due in no small way to the efforts
of Teddy Proll our ,ground engineer.

The Easter Rally will be held from
March 30th to APl it 3rd inclusive, and all
interested people should get in touch with
the Secretary as soon as possible.

NEWCASTLE

I N spite of the fact that the clerk of the
weather has not been favouring us

lately-fog, rain and gales being the order
of the day-flyilJg has ~till being going on,
with 233 launches and 14 hOUTS 54 minutes
flying time for the period from October 28th
to Decem~r 4th. We feel this is not bad
going on a flat site with only one Winch.

During the rare spells of suitable weather
there have been fOur first solos, by L.
Cuilinao, Brian Marley. Dr. C. Ungleyand
J. Miller. Latterly the weather has been too
bad for the early stages Qf solo flying, and
these four fcund thems,elves back on the
T2lb-nevcrtheless . Dr. Ungley has
recently qualified for his HB".

The gypsy meeting proposal referred to in
the last issue is progressing satisfactorily.
In order to reduce the preliminary work to a
minimum a circular has been prepared by
the soaring site committee asking members
to state definite dates on which they would
be willing to attend these meetings.
Arrangements will be made according to
the promised support.

Potential members of the advan<;ed flying
group have been cheered by the news that
an Olympia has been finally located and
purchased. Road and weather conditions
permitting, it was expected at Uswonh by
the end of 1955. A surprising event at
Usworth re<;Cntly was the appearance of
Charles Meakin who, after several years as
an Associate member, arrived for what was
to be, one gathers, his first flight. After a
cable break the ensuing circuit was so much
enjoyed that he is said to be thinking about
becoming a pilot member. The Treasurer
asks other Associate members please to
copy th.is example.

The main social event of the past two
months was our Silver Jubilee Dinner
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PARACHUTES
Secondhand unused Silk Parachutes fitted
with new glider back type pack, inspected
and re-packed by the O. Q. Parachute
Company. (£36 10s. Od, including bag>.

THE BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
LONDONDERRY HOUSE.

19 PARK LANE.
LONDON. W.1

ing one Skylark reached 9.400 ft. before the
wave died out. The club Olympia was the
only other type to fly. but not with the same
agility, it was noted, as its you'ng cousins.
Frank Mott gained his Silver Cheight.

By an unexpected freak change ofweather
the party was marooned in the Clubhouse
on the following day. As widely reported in
the daily papers-even The Times-a
bli:?zard started during the night and by
mid-day the snow was drifted so deeply that
attempts to descend from the mountain top
were frustrated, and cars had to be
abandoned. Fuel for heating ran low. but
fortunately food supplies held Ol:lt until"
after 22 hours, the party was able to find its
way down on foot to Church Stretton 51
miles away. We hope that the wide publicity
given to this adventure will result in an
increase of members in the coming season.

Unl.ess we have exceptional weather in
the few remaining days of December, flying
hours from the site will not exceed last
year's record. At present lotals are 2,250
hours from 5,500 launches on 135 flying
days.

Looking forward to 1956 we have, on the
social side, the dub's annual party and
dinner on January Ist, and Dance in March.
We hope for at least as good weather as last

GLIDING BALL
FRIDAY, 16th MARCH, 1956

at Londonderry House
Tickets £\ (inclusive of cold supper) from

this Office or Gliding Club.
The proceeds of the Ball are being given to
the fund for sending the British Team to
France to compete in the 1956 World

, Gliding Championships.
So please <;ome and bring yourjriends.



COSIM VARIOMETERS
were used by a 11 countries competing in the
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 1954
in England, and were also used on all British i

machjnes in the Championships in Spain which
gained 1st, 3rd, 9th & 11 th in a field of 39 single
seaters.

.. IRYING" TYPE

TOTAL ENERGY VENTURI
"COSIM"

WAtER TRAPS & NOSE PITOTS

"COOK" COMPASS

Leaflets on request to :

Cobb-Slater Instrument Co., Ltd.
"Cosirn" Works, Darley Dale, Matlock.

'Phone: Darley Dale 2138

I R V IN

SUPPLIED TO

Bank Flyihg Club;

Cardiff Aeroplane Club.

IRVINf~ CHUTES

ICKNIHD WAY
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The lOp lable 01 Ihe Newcar/le Gliding Club's Silver Jubilee Dinner. The Chairman, A. P.
Miller, replying 10 a Toast. Sealed, from I. 10 r. :-S. C. O'Grady, F. N. Slingsby, HOII.
Del/is G. Berry and B. A. G. Meads. In foreground, Ihe Siam Trophy held for 1955 by Ihe

C.F.I., Andy Cou/son.

which was held at the Douglas Hotel on
November 25th. Over 50 enthusiasts were
pre'Sent, including three who were at the
inaugural meeting on November 25th, 1930.
The Hon. Denis Berry, a Vice-President of
the Club, was the guest of honour, and
other guests incltlded Mr. B. A. G. Meads,
and Mr. F. N. Slingsby. A cake had been
specially made for the occasion by a pre-war
pilot member, Roland Clark. Jt was
embellished with plaques showing the open
Camcraft training glider used in 1931, and
the T.21b in use to-day. Gliding scenes in
colour were also shown on each side of the
cake.

Mr. Slingsby in prOposing the toast of the
Pioneers made reference to the remarkable
flight by Noel McClean in the Helm Wind,
when he achieved the British altitude record
for the Club in a Grunau Baby without any
special preparation. In reply Pat Miller, our
Chairman, outlined the history of the Club
and gave statistics showing that over the
quarter-century the Club had enrolled
neady 1,000 members and interested many
times that number in the sport.

After the showing of two Club films the
proceedings were wound up by the Hon.
Denis G. Berry, who aJso produced some
interesting statistics showing that gliding
lo-day cost less than in the early days. He
read a message of c<lngratulations from his
Father, Viscount Kemsley. Other messages

received from those unavoidably absent
were from Viscount Runciman, the
President, Sir C1aude D. Gibb, our Vice
President, AJex. Bell our London rerpresent-
ative, and Dr. A. E. Slater. L.e.
OXFORD

A LTHOUGH the absence of a club solo
machine for the early part of the

summer certainly curtailed the activities of
some of our members, the blow proved by
no means catastrophic. In fact several
soloists found the subsequent extra 'dual'
distinctly beneficial.

Some of us managed to visit Lasham from
time to time and a return 'courtesy call' by
Derrick Goddard and Ted Hargreaves
enabled us to give them a J,200 ft. launch
with Chris Wright's prototype winch, from
which height they officially opened the day's
soaring..

There have been Quite a lot of good
soaring days at KidlingtorL As early as
March the Club Sedbergh climbed to
6,000 ft. in nine minutes; whence for the
next 40 minutes the two occl!Jpants took
turns to fly whilst the other thawed out.
The Tutor struggled up to over 4,000 ft. on
several occasions and even the T.3l was up
for an hour, and only came down because
the instructor couldn't stand the draught.
We would also draw attention to the stout
efforts of George Yarley and Ray Stafford-
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GLIDER DOCTOR
• CERTlFICATEOF AIRWORTHINESS

OVERHAULS ON SITE OR AT BASE
WORKSHOPS AT LASHAM AND
HUNGER FORD.

• MAJOR AND MINOR MODIFICA
TIONS.

• INSTRUMENTS AND SECOND-
HAND GLIDERS ALWAYS IN
STOCK.

• SPARES AND REPAIRS.
T2IB CANOPY MODIFICATION.

• DOPE, FABRIC, PLY AND SPRUCE.

The new R/F Barograph. Club model
MK III 5 hours rotat'ion. O-17,OOOft.
range. The best bargain in barographs.

LD- CAMPBELL' BM/GLIDER DOCTOR' LONDON W'C-I

The famous and reliable PERAVIA barograph. Models for sail
planes (left) and for ,aeroplanes (right). - Fer details write to:

PERAVIA LTD. BERNE / SWITZERLAND
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courses each year from June to August
including instruction in soaring and aero
batics-the latter with a Habicht.

SCOnlSH G.U.

D.W.H.R.

R.A.F. CYPRUS

Alien in the National Competitions when
they came 6th in ,the team awards <Ind 15th
in the general category; Ray's flight to
Exeter of 109 miles established a new
distance record for a member of the Oxford
Club.

The club's two-drum winch has a replace.
ment engine and will now launch all
comers in top gear. Anita Schmidt's new
Grunau lIb rec.ently made its debut. As a
launch of 1,200.1,600 ft. is usual for this
machine, it is not surprising that the winch
driver had the unique experience of watch
ing it break through cloud out into the
sunshine above.

The return of the Club G.B. early next
year complete with wheel, spoilers and
belly-hook, together with the promise of a
member to produce a vehicle to tow its
trailer, has started plans for cross-country
trips a trifle more ambitious than Oxford's
Port Meadow! Rumour has it that an
Olympia may be available as well. so that
the outlook for next Spring is distinctly
hopeful.

John Gibbons h:as taken over the office of
Secretary as' well as his other duties on the
resignation of Eric Stow, and we are
particularly indebted to Dick Everard for
his tireless work on our equipment. In the
meantime some members are utilising the
longer evenings to' devise a suitable insignia
to distinguish the club's equipment.

Finally we extend a cordial invitation to
any gliding types passing over or through
Oxford to call in at Kidlington for a natter
and perhaps a trip round our factory
chimney.

AFTER nine years' uneasy tenancy of
Balado airfield, the S.G.U. will shortly

be moving to pastures new. The ai.rfield is
to be used again by the Air Ministry, and
we shall have to move out in about six
months or so. .

Already large areas of central Scotland
have been explored for a suitable site, both
from the air and, less comfortably but more
thoroughly, on fool. The Carse of Stirling
region seems for the moment to have the
most to offer; the loca:lity is accessible from
the major towns, is known to be good
thermal country, and is well provided with
soarable slopes in a variety of directions.
It will probably be on some barbarous
moor in this area that we shall finally settle.

Meanwhile, preparations for the Great
Trek are under way. Extra trailers are being
built to, house all the machines, and the old
Wild winch is being tidied up and made
mobile. When a number of likely sites have
been decided upon, we intend to do some
flying on each, using the Krajanek and the
winch, to help us to determine the one
which offers tile best prospects. If no suit
able site has been found by the time we have
to leave Balado, flying will continue on
Bishop Hill with the Cadets and the Tutor,
while research continues with the Krajanek.

Fortunately, 1955 has been a very profit
able year, and the Club coffers are bulging
nicely. What at one time seemed the
laughably optimistic target of 5,000
launches is afmost certain to be achieved.
To date (December 11th) 4,950 launches

T HE R.A. F. has had a gliding club in th:> have been carried out, for a total flying time
Canal Zone for some years, although it of 330 hours. In recent weeks flying has

has been compelled to change its scene of been of the unremarkable winter sort, our
activities from station to station. It is at resident wave not having so far materialised.
present at Abu Suelr, where it has met with It did actually start up to our infuriation
some difficulties due to an increase in just as the machines were being flown home
powered aircraft flying, thus preventing use on December 4th, and Bob Stephen flitted
of the runway for motor-towing. It is about in the gloom in the T21 for 20
expected that the Club will move to Cyprus minutes, until darkness forced him down.
in the Spring, and in this islaoo better The Club Christmas Party is scheduled to
soaring conditions seem to exist. Equip- break out in the nridgend Hotel on
ment includes a T.3!, Cadet, Tutor and December 17th. It will probably be the last
Prefect, the latter now undergoing a com- party we shall hold in this well·loved
plete nose rebuild after a 'prang' on the hostelry, which has been rocked by so maflY
approach. Fit. Lt. G. Bacon has been S.G.U. celebrations in the past. This one,
exploring the possibility of flying with the we are certain, will be quite utterly memor
Turkish gliding clubs at Ankara. They run able.
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High Altitude

Breathing Equipment

by

NORMALAIR
Unrivalled skill and experience have established

NORMALAIR as the authority on aircraft cabin

pressure control and air conditioning. These

invaluable assets also assure their leadership

in the field of high altitude breathing equipment

of all kinds.

•

NORMALAIR L TO YEOVIL ENGLAND

Designers alld manll[ac/Ilrers of aircraft cabin atmosphere
('Olllrol sy-Hems alld high altitude breathing equipment.

Normalair (Canada) Ltd.
Toronto

Normalair (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
Melbourne
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SURREY, ARMY and
IMPERIAL COLLEGE

W ITH the arrival of the winter months
ther,e is less than usual to report from

Lasham. Our senior T-21, the Imperial
College's Daisy, Ikw her 20,OOOlh launch at
the beginning of November and it is
pleasant to report that since she first joined
us at Redhill in early 1'949 she has suffered
no worse damage than the odd broken skid
(touch wood)..

The Winter courses have turned out to be
popular and there j~ also a steady demand
b~r Club Members for olidweek flying.
Apart from anything else this should ensure
that w,e hit our Target of 17,500 launches
for the year.

FQllowing the lead set by the Newcastle
Gliding Club, we have been using Piano
wire on the Silver Winch and this is wOTking
very satisfactorily. The main points tQ
watch seem to be the initial wind:ng on and
the tying of knots as and when the cable
breaks, as they must. be as small as possible.
It may be some time yet before We know
whether it is cheaper and easier to operate
than the normal winch cable, but it looks as
if it should be.

Both the Guy Fawkes and Christmas
Panies, went off very successfully,. although
at the Chr;stmas Party there were fewer
visitors than usual; but, in spite of this, the
club-house seemed to be as crowded as it
a'lways is 00 these occasions.

On the day afteJwards the solo pilots had
an aerobatic competition, using either Sky
larks. OIYmpias or the Eagle, and the School
si,de ran a bombing competition using Daisy
and Fallny. The bombing was won by Bill
Tonkyn and an Air Scout with an error of
six yards. Dave Martlew won the aerobatic
competition in the Instructors' class, with
Derrick' Goddard and Frank trving as
TLmners up; in the ordinary members' class
D. H. Darbishire was first, only one point
behind Martlew, with G. Harwood and Roy
Procter runners up. In all 26 cQmpetitors
took part, including Jobn Holder from
$outhdowo, who tied for 4th place in the
instructors: class. A welcome visitor from
Oxford tha,t same week-end was Anita
Schmidt with her white Grunau Baby.

YORKSHIRE

O :-;CE again September and October
. provided excellent soaring conditions

for us, in fact the best we have had in 19$5.
November too was quite good, and we have
continued to fly regularly throughout the
winter. New members are joining us all the
time and training is progressing steadily.
We congratulate Alan CJ-yer on obtaining
his 'N, 'B' and 'C' certificates within the
last three months. He did yery well to get
his 'CO on Saturday, 10th December, as the
lift was very poor, and he had no sooner
landed than the wind dropped altogether
and put an end to flying [or tbat weekend.

Our plans for next season are going
ahead. Seven gliding holiday camps ,are
being organised in co-operation with the

. C.C.P.R., and the dates are as follows;
I. June 17th-23rd 5, August 12th-18th
2. July 1st-7th 6. August 26th-
3. July 15th-21st September 1st
4. July 291h- 7. September 9th-15th

. August 4th . .
The fee f,or each camp is £14145. Od., which
includes flying membership 0.[ the Club for
the week, all flying fees, lectures, insurance,
food, and accommodation. These camps
arc intended to be an introduction to
gliding and hill-soaring, and the organiser,
Mrs. S,winn, Yorkshire Gliding Club,
Sulton Bank, Thirsk, will be pleased to
supply application forms and further in
formation on request. These holidays are
always popular and it is wise to book early.

The winches are being o'\ierhauled by
Jack Lawson and his energctLc assistants,
Ewie Haswell and Hany Sowden, and
thanks to the very hard work of Bob and
Sue Swinn we hope, before March, to have
fresh water brought from a spring to the
clubhouse by means of a water ram. The
difficulty in. obtaining drinking water has
been one of our problems for a long time.

Many thanks also to the donor of the
covered trailer which has recently been
given to the Club and which is greatly
appreciated by those who intend to make
cross-country flights. An additional aid to
cmss-country work will be the TigeT Moth
which is now available for our use, and we
'are hoping to a.ero-tow with this machine
shortly. This will be especially useful on
non-hill-soaring dayS of JiOrth and north
east winds when we can use the extra long
runway for take-off. Judging by tests
already made, it seems we shaH be able to
launch in this way quite successfully. We
are looking forward to a good crop of
Silve.r 'Cs' in 1956.
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